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ABSTRACT 

This thesis is broadly concemed with how individuals within Geman society, 
the German Resistance to Hitler and the German military reacted to persecution of 
Jews in Gemany before the start of the Second World War and also to reports of 
German atrocities within Geman-controlled areas of Europe during the conflict. It 
contends that there were individuals in Germany that did not ignore these terrible 
crimes and indeed acted in an attempt to overthrow Hitler's regime in order to put a 
stop to them. 

The specific focus of this study is an examination of the persona1 sentiments 
contained in the writings of Car1 Goerdeler, Ulrich von Hassell and Heimuth von 
Moltke and the recorded reactions to the various and intensifying stages of Nazi 
persecution of Jews within German-controlled temtory. These particular 
individuals were chosen, as a significant portion of their writings. in the f o m  of 
diary entries? letten and memoranda have been published and offer a glimpse of 
persona1 sentiments and thoughts unaltered by the censors of the Nazi regirnc. In 
addition. this study examines the reactions of two German oficers. Johannes 
Blaskowitz and Rudolf-Chnstoph von Gersdorff, to German atrocities cornmitted 
in German-occupied Eastern Europe. Their reactions to and courageous protests 
against Nazi crimes are also a significant part of the overall context of German 
reactions to Nazi crimes. 

In the course of this thesis. it is argued that individuals involved in the German 
Resistance to Hitler. and in particular the tive individuals mentioned above. 
accepted neither the Nazi regirne's conception, nor its persecution of Jews. 
Goerdeler, Hassell und Moltke expressed sharne and outrage whtm confionted by 
the Nazi persecution of Jews and by reports of German atrocities in occupied 
temtory. Blaskowitz and GersdorfY protested against these crimes and, it is argued. 
tried to get fellow oficers to follow their exarnple. It is also argued that for these 
and other Germans, Nazi atrocities were a significant motivation for taking part in 
resistance efforts. This study does not fom an overall picture of the reactions and 
attitude of the Grrman society as a whole to these crimes. However, it attempts to 
provide a balanced view of the motivations of resistance and the possibilities for 
resistance during the Nazi era, and as well of those individuals whose courage, 
p ~ c i p l e s  and sacrifice should not be forgotten. 



Cette thèse touche, de façon générale, la manière dont les individus, à l'intérieur 
de la societé allemande, la résistance et l'armée allemande ont réagi à la 
persécution des juifs, en Allemagne, avant le début de la Deuxième Guerre 
Mondiale. Elle touche aussi la manière dont ceux-ci ont réagi aux rumeurs et 
rapports concernant les atrocités infligées à l'intérieur des territoires européens, 
controlés par l'Allemagne, durant le conflit. On soutient qu'il y avait des individus. 
en Allemagne, qui n'ignoraient point ces crimes tembles et qui ont, en fait. essayé 
de renverser le régime hitlérien, de manière à y mettre fin. 

L'intérêt de cette étude est d'étudier, plus particulièrement, les sentiments 
personnels retrouvés dans les écrits de Car1 Goerdeler, Ulrich von Hassell et 
Helmuth von Moltke, ainsi que leurs réactions aux différents stades de la 
persécution nazie envers les Juifs vivant l'intérieur des temtoires controlés par 
l'Allemagne. Ces individus, en particulier, ont été choisis, car une partie 
importante de leurs écrits, tels des journaux, des lettres. et des souvenirs. ont été 
publiés. Ces derniers ofient un aperçu de leurs sentiments et pensées: ceux-ci. 
n'ayant pas été censurés par le régime nazi. De plus. cette étude examine les 
réactions de deux officiers allemands, Johannes B las kowitz et Rudol f-C hrisroph 
von Gersdodf, face aux atrocités commises par les Allemands dans les temtoires 
occupées de l'Europe de l'est. Leurs réactions ainsi que leurs courageuses 
protestations envers les crimes nazis font aussi partie du contexte entourant les 
réactions allemandes face aux crimes nazis. 

A l'intérieur de cette thèse, nous démentrons que les individus impliqués dans la 
résistance allemande contre Hitler. et en particulier les cinq individus mentionnés 
ci-haut. n'ont accepté ni la conception du régime nazi, ni la persécution des Juifs. 
Goerdeler, Hassell et Moltke ont exprimé de la honte et de l'outrage lorsque 
confronté par ta persécution nazie envers les Juifs ainsi que par les rapports des 
atrocités allemandes en temtoires occupés. Blaskowitz et Gersdorff ont protesté 
contre ces crimes et il est démontré qu'ils ont essayé d'influencer d'autres officiers 
à suivre leur exemple. On prétend aussi, que pour eux ainsi que pour d'autres 
allemands, les atrocités nazies ont été une motivation significative a prendre part 
aux efforts de résistance. Cette étude ne peint pas un portrait complet des réactions 
et de l'attitude de la societé allemande? en général, face à ces crimes. Par-contre. 
celle-ci tente d'apporter un point de vue équilibré des motivations et possibilités de 
résistance durant l'ère nazi, ainsi que de ces individus. dont le courage et les 
sacrifices ne doivent pas être oubliés. 
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INTRODUCTION 

In die fifty-five years since Claus Graf von Stauffenberg anempted to kill Hitler on 30 

July 1944. a tremendous amount of literature has been published about the German 

resistance to Hitler. This literature includes numerous histones, biographies, collections 

of docaments, letters and dianes. The works by Peter ~offmann.' Annedore ~eber,' 

Gerhard ~itter,' Hans ~othfels' and Eberhard a l le?  investigate and explain the 

penonalities in the resistance, their motives, plans and coup attempts in great detail. 

Hoffmann's third English edition of his Historv of the German Resistance 1933-1945 

provides a comprehensive study of the German opposition to Hitler. Hoffmann examines 

the vhnous individuals and groups that composed the resistance and focuses on the 

resistance rnovement within the German military forces. He sheds lijht on the chah of 

events and the attempu to assassinate Hitler culminating in Stauffenberg's 1944 attempt 

and the People's Court triais that followed. Hoffmann also investigates the historical 

acton involved and traces their plans for a coup, their political planning and their 

attempts at making foreign contacts. Annedore Leber provides biographies and photos of 

the various individuals involved in opposing Hitler's regime, as well as documents 

relating to Hitler's consolidation of power in Gemany, the penecution and mass-killing 

of Jews in Nazi-occupied Eastern Europe and excerpts from the Ietten and diaries of 

resistance personalities. Gemard Ritter has written the standard account on Car1 

Goerdeler and has published much relevant documentation relating to Goerdeier's 

acùvities in his part in the stniggie against the Nazi regime. Hans Rothfels published a 



short, yet informative stuay, which came out  just after the end of the Second World ~ a r , 6  

and nurnerous other works and articles on the German resistance to Hitler. Eberhard 

Zeller has aiso richly contributed to the understanding of the German resistance, its 

penondities and their attempts to overthrow Hitler's regime with his book The Rame of 

Freedom. 

These works emphasise the courage of those individuals who listened to their 

conscience and acted against the Nazi regme. The price for this action was execution, but 

as a leading figure in the resistance stated before his suicide: 

Wenn einsr Gon Abraham verhegen h a ,  e t  werde Sodom nicht 
verderben, wenn auch nur zehn Gerechre dorin seien, so hoffe ich. 
dap Gon auch Deutschland um unsemvillen nicht verderben wird. 
Niemund von uns kann über seinen Tod Kluge führen. Wer in 
unseren Kreis getreten ist, hot &mit dus Nessushemd angerogen. 
Der sittliche We en eines Menschen beginnt erst dort, wo er bereit 
ist, j?ïr seine Ü b e ~ e u g u n ~  sein Leben hincugeben.' 

This readiness to sacrifice one's life was not indicative of some last-minute effort to 

provide an alibi for Gemans after the war, rather, it was intended to Save Germany from 

the catastrophe of tctal defeat she was approaching. Redistic or not, the hopes and 

motivations of the resisters stemmed from their Christian faith and a desire to end the 

suffering in Europe, suffering that resulted from Hitler's disastrous and belligerent 

policy. The desire to save Gemany from catastrophe emerged not from the Nazi concept 

of nationdism but from a patriotic love for Germany. These authon hwe also touched 

upon other motivations, such as the penecution of the Jews, for those individuals in the 

German resistance to act against the Nazi regime. 

Peter Hoffmann has dso contributed two essays on the topic of the penecution of 

Iews as a motive for resistance against the National-Socialist regime.' These essays 



provide a wealth of background information, source material and insight regarding the 

motives of many ofthe leading figures in the German resistance to Hitler. Hoffmann 

explains the context of certain statements of some resistance figures, for example, Car1 

Goerdeler and the brothers, Berthold and Claus von Stauffenberg, which have been 

interpreted by some historians as anti-~emiiic.~ Hoffmann examines the evidence and 

presents a strong case that these persons, and several other leading figures in the German 

resistance, were pnmarily motivated to resist Htler's regime to attempt to overthrow the 

Nazi regime in order to stop the Geman mass murder of Jews and other victims. 

Some historians see these issues differently. Both at the time and today, some people 

have found it difficult to separate those who opposed Hitler fiom other Gennans who 

actively supponed him, or simply did nothing in order to suMve in a dangerous time. In 

a memorandum written on 25 July 1944, shonly after Stauffenberg's failed attempt to kill 

Hitler, the British historian John Wheeler-Bennett wrote: 

The Gestapo and the SS have done us an appreciable s e ~ c e  in 
removing a selection of those who would undoubtedly have posed 
as 'good' Germans after the war, while preparing for a third Worid 
Wu. [...] It is to Our advantage therefore that the purge should 
continue, since the killing of Germans by Germans will Save us 
fiom fùture embarrassments of many kindi. Io 

Wheeler-Bennett stated that those who took part in resistance to the Nazi regime had 

done so merely :O pose as '"good' Gennans" atter the war. Wheeler-Bennett saw the 

purpose of the war as the destruction of German militarism: "To have negotiated with any 

German Government-and particularly one which had corne into existence as a result of 

a rnilitary revolt-would have been to abandon our decland aim of destroying German 

militarism."" To Wheeler-Bennett, al1 Germans were aiike and had to be defeated, in 

orda to wipe out Gennan rnilitary potential once and for dl. Aithough the resisters had 



courageously resisted the regime, the destkction of Germany was a "necessary 

conclusion to the evil glory of the Third Reich," which had been caused by the German 

people's "blind, abject [and] unreasoning devotion to Adolf Hitler."" 

If ail Germans were evil and had some character flaw, which made them wage war 

against their neighboun, then the history of the fint hdf of the twentieth century would 

be considerably easier to explain. This would be a ridiculous argument. However there 

are individuals who, with the aid of sweeping statements, see the entire Geman people as 

interchangeable with SS men or othen that cornmitted crimes in the name of Nazi 

Germany. Daniel Goldhagen, the author of Hitler's Willing ~xecutionen,'~ asserts diat it 

"strains credulity beyond the breaking point" to imagine that "ordinary Danes or Italians" 

could have acted as the Germans did.'" Moreover, in examining the murderous actions of 

membea of a German killing squad that belonged to the Ordniingspoli:ei, Goldhagen 

contenu that his conclusions regarding these individuals could and "must be, generalised 

to the Geman people in generaf' ": Goldhagen assumes that other Germans typically 

would have killed innocent civilians if put in a position where they could have. He 

contends that "[wlhat these ordinary Gennans did could have been expected of other 

ordinary ~ermans." '~ It must be emphasised that a1thoug.h there were many Germans 

who cornmitted atrocities during the Second Wodd War, there were also many Austnans, 

Latvians, Lithuanians, Poles and Ukrainians who actively paaicipated in the murder of 

Jews. This is not an excuse for Germans who committed these aimes. However, humans, 

not just Germans, are capable of such pesome crimes. 

As Germans, the individuals involved in the resistance against Hitler were no 

exception to GoldhagenTs blanket statements. Goldhagen declares in his book that 



[t]he pre-genocidal eliminatiokst rneasures of the 1930s. the 
stripping of Jews' citizenship and rights, theû immiseration, the 
violence that Germans perpecrated against them. the regme's 
incarceration of hem in concentration camps and the hounding of 
them to e m i p t e  from German y-the sum of these radical rneasures 
did not incense, or produce substantial opposition among those who 
would eventually fom the major resistance groups. Indeed, in the 
view of the foremost expert on the subject, Chnstof Dipper, the 
Gestapo's evaluation of the captured July 20 conspiraton (based on 
the conspiraton' own statements during interrogation), accurately 
depicts hem as having fundamentaily shared the regime's 
conception of the Jews, even if they differed on how the Jews ought 
to have been treated." 

In other words, according to Goldhapn and his perception of the view of his "foremost 

expert" on the history of the Geman resistance, those who tried to ovenhrow the Nazi 

repime and sacrificed their lives trying to assassinate Hitler were not only indifferent to 

this regme's persecution of kws, but also shared the virulent and violent anti-Semitic 

Nazi ideology towxds Jews. Goldhagen continues his appraisal of the motives of the 

German resistance by stating that: "By and large. those in the opposition and resistance to 

the Nazis were not moved to opposition by a principled disapproval of the elirnination of 

the Jews from German society" and that within the resistance, there was a "glaring 

absence of si,pificant protest or privately expressed dissent, especially principled dissent, 

with respect to the treatment and eventual genocidal slaughter of the Jews [. ..]."" 

Goldhagn's assertion here that the German resistance was opponunistic, that it 

lacked "principled dissent", is echoed in a work by Theodore Hmerow, entitled On the 

Road to the Wolf s Laic Gerrnan Resistance to Hitler. Hamerow asserts that from the 

point of view of the Allies, the German resistance to Hitler was too little, too late. 

As long as the German armed forces dorninated the Continent. the 
resistance had seemed alrnost non-existent. But now that the defeat 



of the Third Reich appeared imminent, there were suddenl y urgent 
messages about the need to deliberate and compromise, to 
negotiate a just senlement. to establish fair boundaries, and to 
make territorial arrangements promoting a free and peace-loving 
~ e m i a n ~ .  Ig 

This idea that the resistance anempted to kill Hitler as a "last-ninute attempt to escape 

the consequences of Hitler's reckless foreign policy"20 requires scrutiny. There were 

individuals, for example Carl Goerdeler, who made proposais to remove Hitler and gave 

clear warnings to Allied governrnents of Hitler's belligerent intentions before the wu. 

These warnings were ignored Hamerow's view seems to fail to recognise the difficulties 

posed to potential resisters within a police state, and panicularly within one's own state. 

It is not the intention of the author to recount the history of the German resistance to 

Hitler; the scholan and authors mentioned at the start have ably done that already. The 

individual deeds and plans of the resistance are not the focus of this thesis. niis thesis 

seeks a better understanding of how different people within German society reacted to 

Nazi crimes and to what extent these crimes motivated them to resist the regime. This 

thesis proposes to examine the reactions of individuals within the German resistance to 

Nazi atrocities and argues ttiat these atrocities were a significant motivation for their 

efforts to overthrow the Nazi regime. The individuals referred to are: Ulrich von Hassell, 

Heimuth Graf von Moltke and Carl Goerdeler. In addition, the reactions of two German 

offices to German atrocities will be examined. These officers are Iohannes Blaskowitz 

and Rudolf-Christoph von Gendorff. As well, the reactions of others; Geman officers, 

ordinary citizens and officids inside and outside Gemany will be examined to provide a 

broader picture of the reactions to Nazi crimes. 

It is easy to speak very broady of "Nazi crimes". The crimes committed by Nazi 



Germany were not just broad, but aiso of organised and complex nature. It nanrrally 

follows that there can be no simple explanation. To make things more clear, a brief 

outiine is given of the primary crimes relevant to this thesis. This analysis focuses upon 

crimes committed by German forces in the German-occupied territory in Eastern Europe, 

except in the case of the KristaIlnacht pogrom. Of course, there were crimes committed 

by Germans elsewhere in Europe, but the maagitude and the nature of the kiliing in the 

East, especially once extermination camps began to opente in occupied Poland, warrant a 

closer analysis. 

To better understand the action or inaction of individuds when faced with Nazi crimes, 

it is necessary to consider the nature of the society in which Germans lived. One must 

consider to what extent resistance was possible. This consideration is not meant as an 

alibi for those Germans who did not act. A description of the repressive nature of the 

Nazi state is gven in order to add some insight both as to why people acted (or did not 

act) and the extent to which it was possible for ordinary Germans to resist Hitler's 

regime. Clearly not enough Gemans listened to their conscience and resisted the Nazi 

regime. Rather, the point here is to illustrate that any form of resistance in this society 

was not only very difficult, but was also incredibly dangerous and required a stren,h of 

character that indeed few possessed. 

General reactions to Nazi crimes are also considered, These reactions are taken from 

foreignea and Germans, to provide some balance for the reactions from the resistance 

and the German military forces. Some of the pneral reactions are taken from the reports 

on the mood of the German public compiled by the Sicherheitsdiena; othen from the 

comments of foreign diplomats and comspondents. The purpose is to provide reactions 



from different aspects of Gennan society, from ordinary Germans to resisten and officen 

in the Geman military. 

There is a special focus placed upon the reactions of individuals in the resistance and 

the German military forces. The personal sentiments of the selected individuals from the 

resistance, as recorded in their writings, have swived the war and provide evidence as to 

their views of Nazi cnmes. The focus on the sentiments and reactions of these individuals 

(Hassell, Moltke, Goerdeler, Blaskowitz and Gendorff) will help to answer the charges 

of Goldhapn and Hamerow and to shed light on the persecution of the Jews as a 

significant motivation for resisting Hitler's regime. The reactions and sentiments of 

senior officen are important, as they were in near proximity to German atrocities. Some 

cnmes were even commined within their jurisdicüon as commanden. Moreover, senior 

officers were in a more powerful position than the average German citizen to actually 

stop these airocities, as they had authority and the power of military cornmand 

To put these reactions to the Nazi penecution of Jews into a larger context, it is also 

necessary to consider attitudes abroad towards the persecution of Jews and the Iewish 

refugee problem. Therefore, the attitude of the United States and Britain towards Jewish 

immigration in the 1930s and during the war years will also be touched upon. 
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CHAPTER ONE 

An Outline of Nazi Crimes 

The horrifying magnitude of the crimes committed by Nazi Germany during the 

Second World War is difficult to describe justly with mere words. In fact, when news of 

these crimes became known to people both inside and outside Germany, the reactions 

often included incredulity at the mapnitude of these cnmes, or even at the crimes 

themselves. It seems that many people were not psychologically prepared to comprehend 

such auocities. This point is not meant to give any credibility to those who deny the 

Holocaust; rather. to show that some people found it easier to question the validity of 

reports of Nazi crimes than having to corne to terms with crimes of such inhuman and 

unprecedented proportions. 

Speaking broadly of "Nazi crimes" is too vague. It is necessary to outline and to give 

some background on these cnmes. This analysis will focus upon three different, yet 

related groups of Nazi crimes, which are relevant for dus paper. These are: Kristallnacl~r, 

the Nazi "euthanasia programme" and then the development of systematic mass murder 

in Gennan-occupied territory. This "development" began with the mass shootings 

perpetrated by the Einsat=gn<ppen and was then expanded to the killing "on an assembly- 

line basis"' in Nazi death camps. These particula. crimes were chosen in part in order to 

impose a timeline on the analysis and to give it a structure in which to place the various 

reactions from different aspects of Gennan soàety. The Nazi-organised pogrom known 

as Knstaflnacht was chosen as a starting point, as it marked the intensification and 



radicalisation of the Nazi persecution of the Jews that had begun shody after Hitler rose 

to power. 

i . ) Kridlnachr: 

Krisrallnacht occurred on the night of 9/10 November 1938. On 7 November 1938, a 

seventeen-year old Jewish-Gennan refugee by the name of Herschel Grynszpan shot 

Ernst vom Rath, the legation secretary of the German embassy in ~aris.' Grynszpan had 

intended to assassinate the Germa ambassador to France in order to protest against the 

deponation and maltreatment of his parents, who were among 10,000 Jews being dnven 

from Germany into ~ o l a n d . ~  The Minister of Propaganda, Joseph Goebbels used the 

occasion of 9 November 1938 to deliver a "rabble-rousing speech" to Party and SS 

leaders gathered together in Munich to commemonte the attempted Putsch of 1923.' At 

either Hitler's initiation or at least with his approval, Goebbels announced the murder of 

vom Rath and advised that "spontaneous" antiJewish riots should not be discouraged.' 

On the evenin; of 9/10 November 1938, Stunnabreilung (SA) men burned and 

vanddised synagogues, sacked Jewish shops and beat, terrorised and killed Jews al1 over 

~ e m i a n ~ . ~  m a t  evening, guidelines for the "spontaneous" rioting had been sent out by 

telephone and teletype machines to al1 Gestapo (Secret Stûte Police) offices. The police 

were ordered "not to dis& the actions against synagogues," to prevent "looting and 

other excesses" and to ensure "that smounding buildings were not damagd when 

buming When the pogrom was over, ninety-one Jews had been killed and 

35,000 arrested? Damage to Jewish property included the destruction of 815 shops and 

171 homes and, in addition, 191 synagogues were torched during this pogrom? In 



financial terms. damages reached approx&ately 25 million marks, of which broken glas  

accounted for over 5 rnillion.'OThe Nazi regime, in an incredibly insulting gesture, fined 

German Jews collectively one billion marks in "restitution" for the destruction wreaked 

during the pogrom.1' This appaiiing orgy of violence against Jews and their propeny, 

across Gennany, signified to the world that the peaecution of Jews was not merely a 

Nationai-Socialist "revolutionary excess" or that Hitler would "settle down, temper the 

zeal of his supporters and reven to more normal methods of govemment" after he 

consolidated his power.'2 However, the Nazi regime at this time had been in power for 

nearly six years and Kristallnachr showed the world that the Nazi persecution of the Jews 

was only increasing in intensity and scale. 

ii.1 The "Euthanasia Pmsamme": - 

The origins of the Nazi 'euthanasia progamme' are to be found in the law of 14 July 

1933 entitled: 'Law for the Prevention of Offspring with Hereditary ~iseases '  . 1 3  This law 

declared that any individual "suffering from a hereditvy disease can be sterilised if 

medical knowledge indicates that his offspring will suffer from severe hereditary physical 

or mental ~iarna~e."'~ This law defined a person suffering from a hereditary disease 

(" Erbkrank im Sinne dieses Geserces ist, wer an einer der folgenden Krankheiten 

leidet.-")'*, as anyone suffering fiom: "congenitai feeblemindedness, schizophrenia. 

manic-depïessive psychosis, hereditary epilepsy, hereditary St. Vitus' dance, hereditary 

biindness, hereditary deafness, severe hereditary deformiiy and severe alc~holisrn."'~ It 

must dso be noted that at the same time in the United States, sterilisation was ais0 being 

cmîed out on "inmates of mental institutions, persons convicted more than once of sex 



crimes, those deemed to be feeble-mindedby IQ tests, 'mord degenerate perçons', and 

epileptics."" Moreover, by the 1930s, more than half of the States in America had passed 

laws that authorised the sterilisation on these individ~als.'~ 

While eugenics and the practice of sterilisation wen not only to be found in Gemany. 

the 'euthanasia programme' was different. In 1935, Hitler stated his intention that if war 

came, he would 

take up the euthanasia question and [...] implernent it. Such a 
problem could be dealt with more smoothiy and easily in war time, 
since any open resistance which was to be expected from the 
Churches would not count for as much amongst the pneral effects 
of the war as otherwise.lg 

The war would provide cover for the war against Jews and other goups that Nazi racial 

ideology aimed to exterminate. Joseph Goebbels wrote in his diary about his "fi& to the 

death" between Jews and Aryans on 17 March 1942." Goebbels wrote that the war 

provided "oppormnities" that were not available in Urnes of peace-that is, oppomnities 

to exteminate the Jews: 

Die Juden würden, wenn wir uns ihrer nicht erwehren würden, 
uns vemichten. Es isr ein Kampf auf Leben und Tod owischen der 
arischen Rasse und d m  jüdischen Bazillzis. Keine andere 
Regiening und kein anderes Regime konnre die Krafi aufb~ngen, 
diese Frage generell zu lusen. Auch hier iSt der Führer der 
unennvegte Vorkomp fer und Wortjiïhrer einer radikalen Losiing, 
die nach Lage der Dinge geboten trr und deshalb unnusweichlich 
erscheint. Gon sei Dank haben wir ject wahrend des Krieges eine 
ganze Reihe von hfiglichkeiten, die ans im Fneden venvehn 
würen. Die müssen wir au mut^." 

When war came, Hitler signed the authorisation for the 'euthanasia programme'. Signed 

in October 1939, but backdated to 1 September 1939, the text of this document is as 

follows: 



Reichleiter Bouhlor und -Dr.  med. Brandt sind unter 
Veran~ortung beaztftragt, die Befugnisse namentlich zu 
bestimmender Arne so nc erweitem, da;(J nach menschlichem 
Ennessen unheilbar Kranken bei kntischer Beurteilung ihres 
Kronkheitszustandes der Gnadentod geivahn werden kana- 

This programme. dso known as 'T-4, derived from the address of the building in Berlin 

in which the programme's central office was housed (TiergartenstraBe 4), began in the 

fa11 of 1939. The victims were killed in six 'killing centres': Grafeneck, Brandenburg, 

Hartheirn, Sonnenstein, Bernburg and ~adamar." The victims were killed at fint by 

lethal injection and then in gas chamben, using carbon monoxide gas.'4 In order to 

maintain the secrecy of the pro-oramme and to make the tracing of patients by their 

families more difficult, victims were moved through transit centres before they reached 

one of the six killing institutions? These institutions had victim registration offices, 

which sent out false "condoience lettea" to the families of victims, compiete with a 

falsified cause and date of death.l6 The p r o g r m e  was supposed to be secret, but 

suspicions were aroused amongst the population by the news of the sudden death of large 

numben of handicapped or sick relatives, not to mention the smoke and the smell of the 

crematoria of the killing cenues." As knowledg of the 'eudianasia programme' spread, 

the matter "was brought to a head" by the public condemnation of Nazi euthanasia by 

Bishop Clemens von Galen of Münster in a sermon on 3 Aupst 1941." Hitier ordered 

the programme stopped on 18 August 1941, however the 'euthanasia programme' 

continued, in the extermination camps in the East. until the end of the warzg Between 

1939 and 1942,70,273 people were killed in this pro-eram-by 1945, it is estimated that a 

total of 275,000 people were murdered?' 



iii.) The Einsatqmppen and the "Final ~olution": 

In September 1939, German amies swept into Poland. triggering the cataclysmic 

conflict of the Second World War. Following closely on the heels of the Wehrmacht were 

mobile killing units. known as the Einsatzpppen. These units were onginally formed to 

deal with security, intelligence and political policing tasks dunng the occupation of 

Austria in March 1938." In Poland, the E i n r a t x n q p ~ ~  were charged with the task of the 

"suppression of al1 anti-Reich and anti-German elements in rear of the fighting tr~ops."'~ 

Looking back on the activities of these units, Reinhard Heydrich, head of the 

Sicherheitsdienst ( S D )  in a document dated 2 iuly 1940, stated about the Einsat;gruppen, 

that 

[a]s a result of their preparatory work they were able through 
arrests, confiscations and safeguarding of important politicai 
material, systematically to deal heavy blows to those world 
movements hostile to the Reich directed by the emigré, freemason, 
Jewish and politically hostile ecciesiasticd camp, and also by the 
Second and Third ~nternational." 

These units fell under the overall umbrella of the Scliurrnffel (SS), headed by H e i ~ c h  

Himmler, but were, more specificdly, a part of the SD headed by Reinhard ~e~dr ich ."  

To put Heyârich's description of the activities of the Einsatxruppen cited above in plain 

lanpage, in Poland, the Einsatxmppen were a tool of Hitler's racial and colonisation 

policy-their task was to murder Jews, memben of the clergy and the Poiish 

intelligentsia3s As a notice written by Martin Bormann on 7 October 1940, then SS- 

Lieutenant-General and Head of the Reich Chancellery, there was to be only one master 

in Poland, the German: "Für die Polen dü fe  es sur einen Herren geben. und d m  sei der 

~ e u t s c h e . " ~ ~  The Einsotzgmppen would continue and intensify their murderous tasks 

during the German invasion of Russia. Mer the invasion began on 22 June 1941, the 



Einsarzgmppen followed the rapidly-advaking German amies, with ordea to 

exterminate al1 Jews and Soviet political commissars with whom they came in contact. 

The Einsatzgnrppen were in fact four groups-A, B, C and D--and had a total strength of 

about 3,000 men. However, the number of men in these units was increased by the 

addition of Lithuanians, Ukrainians and Romanians who helped in the killing operations. 

The Einsatignrppen moved in the rear areas of the a m y  groups and were fumished with 

gasoline, rations and quarten by die German army. The Einsattgmppen operated in 

German-occupied Poland and Russia and engaged in many, many killing actions. The 

most p e s o m e  of the very numerous massacres committed by the Einsatqy-uppen 

occumed at Babi Yar in the Ukraine, between 28 and 30 September 1941. One killing 

unit, Einsatzruppe D, murdered over 30,000 Jews during this two-&y penod.37 By the 

Spring of 1943, the Einsatqnrppen killed over one million Jews and tens of thousands of 

Soviet political commissars, partisans, Roma and other victims?' 

However, following the German invasion of Russia on 77 June 1941 and the expansion 

and intensification of the conflict, Nazi mass murder also expanded. As the German army 

advanced eastward, more and more Jews came under Gennan rule. The expansion of 

mass murder was manifested by th? creation of death camps. One of the f i t  steps in the 

development of these camps occurred on 31 July 1941, when Reicharschall Hermann 

Goring, commander of the Lufnvaffe, charged Reinhard Heydrich, head of the 

Reichssicherheitshauptmt (RSHA), with the "task of carrying out the 'fuial solution' of 

the Iewish question"3g in Geman-occupied temtory: 

To complete the task that was assigned to you on 24 January 1939, 
which dealt with the solution of the Jewish problem by emiption 
and evacuation in the most suitable way, I hereby charge you with 
making al1 necessary preparations with regard to organisational, 



technical and financial matters for bringing about a complete 
solution of the Jewish question within the Geman sphere of 
influence in Europe. 

Wherever other govermental agencies are involved, these are to 
co-operate with you.q 

In order to organise and co-ordinate the "Final Solution" of the "Jewish question" in 

Gennan-contmlled territory, a conference was held on 20 January 1942 at Wannsee, a 

lake just to the west of ~e r l in .~ '  The conference was chaired by SS-~ieutenant-~eneral" 

Heydrich and was attended by oficials representing the various Party, economic, legal 

and di plornatic ministries and offices of the Nazi regime." ui his work The Destruction 

of the European Jews Raul Hilberg provides a list of those present, including:" 

Gauleiter Dr. Meyer (East Ministry) 
Reichmtsieiter Dr. Leibbrandt (East Ministry) 
Staatsseekretar Dr. Stuckart (Interior Ministry) 
Staatssekretdr Neumann (Office of the Four-Year Pian) 
Staatssekretdr Dr. Freisler (Justice Ministry) 
Staatssekretür Dr. Bühler (GeneraIguuvemement) 
Unterstaatssekret& Luther (Foreign Office) 
~ ~ - ~ e n i o r - ~ o l o n e l ~ ~  Klopfer  par^ Chancellery) 
Minzsterialdirekîor Ktitzinger (Reich C hancellery) 
SS-Lieutenant-General Hohann (RUSHP) 
SS-~ajor-~eneral~' Müller (RSHA N, i. e. Gestapo4*) 
SS-~ieutenant-colonel" Eichmann (RSHA WB4,  Le. Gestapo, Evacuations 
and ~ews~D) 
SS-Senior-Colonel Dr. Schongarth ( ~ d  S' * Generalgouvemement) 
SS-~ajo? Dr. Lange (KdsS3 Latvia, deputising for BdS Ostland) 

At this meeting, these men laid the administrative groundwork for the projected 

extermination of al1 Jews in German-controlled areas of Europe and established that the 

control of and the responsibility for this mammoth undertaking, al1 over Continental 

Europe, would lie with Himmler's SS: "The supe~sion of the final solution of the 

Jewish question was, regardless of geographical boundaries, centralised in the hands of 



the Reichsfihrer SS and Chief of the ~ e & a n  police."54 The conference also discussed 

how Jews would be selected for deportation to extermination camps, where Jewish 

communities were located in Europe and how this projected extermination wouid be 

During this meeting there was no explicit mention of the killing of Jews, however 

Heydrich stated that Jews would "be conscripted for labour" and that "undoubtedly a 

large number of them will drop out through natural e~irnination."~~ Although the language 

used was vague and euphemistic, the fact that these officiais were discussing the plans to 

murder European Jewry was clear, as Heydrich continued: 

The remainder who survive-and they will certainly be those who 
have the greatest powers of endurance-will have to be deait with 
accordingly. For, if released, they would, as a nawal selection of 
the fittest, form a gem ceIl from which the Jewish race could build 
itself up again." 

The fact that Heydrich wished to keep the "Jewish race" from "building itself up again" 

dso strongly suggests that the intention here was to kill al1 Jews that were under German 

control. 

Other statements made by both Hitler and Himmler clearly and ominously threatened 

the murder of the European Jews. On the sixth anniversary of his being appointed 

Chancellor of Germany, Hitler "predicted" that 

should the international Jewry of finance (Finnngùdentum) 
succeed, both within and beyond Europe, in plunging mankind into 
yet another world w u ,  then the result will not be a Bolshevisation 
of the earth and the victory of Jewry, but the annihilation 
(Vernichnrng) of the Jewish race in ~ u r o ~ e . ~ ~  

Hitler repeated these words in a speech on 30 September 1942, once the mass murder of 

Jews was well under way in German-occupied temtoryS9 H e i ~ c h  Himmler also spoke 



publicly about the extermination of Jews. Speaking on 9 June 1942 at the state fimerai for 

I / -  
L Heydrich. Himmler held forth on future tasks for Gemany, one of which was "the 

settlement and migrations of peoples in ~ u r o ~ e . " ~ '  Regarding the place of Europe's Jews 

in these arrangements, Himmler added that "[tlhe migration of the Jews will be dealt with 

for certain in a year then none will wander again. Because now the slate must be made 

quite  lea an."^' Rudolf Hoss. the commandant at the extermination camp Auschwitz, 

cleariy explained after the war at Nuremberg that "[tlhe 'final solution' of the Jewish 

question meant the complete extermination of d l  Jews in ~uro~e.'"' It is clear, that in 

Nazi terminology. the euphemistic phrase "dealing with the Jews" meant killing them. 

While the murderous work of the Einsatzruppen continued. it is clear that in order to 

undertake the killing of the Jewish population of Europe (approximately 9.5 million 

people in 1933):~ a more "efficient" means of killinp would have to be employed. Jews 

from al1 over occupied Europe were deported by rail to six killing centres in occupied 

Poland. These killing centres were situated to provide access to rail lines and also "with a 

view to seclusion."" They were, with yean of operation and minimum number of victims 

in parentheses: Chelmno (December 1941-September 1942, June-July 1944; 152,000), 

Belzec (March-December 1912; 600,000). Sobibor (April-lune 1942, October 1942- 

October 1943; 250,000), Treblinka ( h l  y 1947-October 1943; 900,000). Maj danek 

(September 194ZSeptember 1943, November 1943 ; 50,000) and Auschwitz-Birkenau 

(February 1942-November 1944; 1,100,000).~~ 

These killing centres appeared from 1941 to 1941, during a time of F a t  expansion of 

the Nazi concentration camp systexd6 Raul Hilberg asserted that this point was of great 

- 
I importance. as "it ensured that the construction and operation of the killing centres could 



proceed smwthly and unobtr~sivel~."~~ The fint death camp to be operational was 
1 - 

1 

1- Chelmno in late 1941, and carbon monoxide (CO) was used as the killing agent? The 

victims were loaded into the back of specially-designed trucks that pumped exhaust into 

the rear cornpartment." Later, using a method pioneered during the "euthanasia 

progamme", the gas chambers were disguised as showers and used bottied CO gas to kill 

their victims?* Indeed, the "killen who learned their tnde in the euthanasia killing 

centres of Brandenburg, Grafeneck, Hartheim, Sonnenstein, Bernburg and Hadamar also 

staffed the killing centres at Belzec. Sobibor and ~reblinka."~' By the late surnmer of 

1942, the camps Sobibor, Treblinka and Belzec used diesel moton to produce the CO gas 

for the jas ch am ben."^^ the beginning of 1943, hydrogen cyanide gas (Zyklon B) was 

being used to hl1 Jews at the Auschwitz-Birkenau camp system, which was equipped 

with a more technologicdly-advanced killing apparatus than the previously mentioned 

death camps.73 Among its macabre "improvements" were large, subterranean gas 

chambers. into which 2,000 people could be packed.7i As well, electric elevators served 

this murderous process by bringing bodies up to the ground level crematoria?' 

This terrible system lrilled quickly and efficiently. Hilberg summed up diis eficiency 

by stating that a penon "would step off a train in the morning, and in the evening, his 

corpse was burned and his clothes were packed away for shipment to ~ e r m a n ~ . " ~ ~  
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CHAPTERTWO 

The "Art of the Possible": Nonconformitv - in Nazi Society 

M e n  speaking of "ordinary Germans" and their reactions to Nazi crimes, one must 

consider the nature of the society in which they lived. This consideration does not 

provide an alibi for the fact that far too few Germans listened to their conscience and 

acted against the Nazi regime, nor does it serve to deny that "on the whole. at ail times 

from 1933 to 1945 the majonty of German voten, indeed of the entire population, 

supported the governrnent. albeit with varying degrees of willingness."' Acts of 

disobedience or nontompliance in a totaiitarian society, let alone the participation in a 

conspiracy to ovenhrow the regirne, require both a courage and cornmitment that few 

possess. In this context it is important to note that non-conformist behaviour under such a 

regime was Limited not only physicaily, by the secunty organisations of the regime (iike 

the Secret State Police, hereafter Gelteime Staatspolizei-Genapo), but also 

psychologicdly. In any repressive society, the constant threat of severe punishment, for 

example imprisonment, beating or even death, for disobeying a law, effectively deten 

many from risking such behaviour. In Nazi society, what was the nature of these laws and 

this punis hment? 

Three decrees in February and March 1933 criminalised even seemingiy innocuous 

comments about the Nazi regime. The fmt decree, titled 'Decree of the Reich Resident 

against Treason toward the German People and against High Treasonous Machinations' 

declared that anyone communicating statementsof fact to foreign governments could be 



imprisoned? Whether or not these statements were true, or if the govemmts  in question 

already knew of the information, was not an issue? 

Another such decree of 21 March 1933 was entitled Vecree of the Reich President for 

Defence against Insidious Attacks against the Govemrnent of the National ~esur~ence"? 

This decree declared that anyone who made statements that were facnially uninie would 

be punished with up to two year's imprisonment, if these statements were injurious to the 

reptation or prestige of ~ e r m a n ~ ?  Moreover, if the deed (die Tor) was committed with 

the intention of causing "unrest or terror" among the Geman population or with the 

intention of "causing political difficulties for the German Reich abroad," it would be 

punished with no less than three years* or possibly life imprisonment.6 The decree dso 

ominously stated that "in particularly senous cases, the death penalty may be imposed."' 

Similady, the 'Law against Insidious Attacks on the State and the Party and for the 

Protection of Party Unifoms' of 20 December 1934 camied the penalty of imprisonment 

for those who made comments deemed to be injurious to the state, Party or leading 

figures of the state or  art^.^ This law also demanded the death penalty in "particularly 

severe cases" and even if the deed was committed abroad, the person could still be 

charged under this ~aw? Thus this presidential decree and law made certain acu andor 

statemenrs criminal offences. The corresponding punishments for such offences ranged 

from three years in prison to, in "serious" cases, life imprisonment or the death penalty. 

A third decree, also dated 21 March 1933, was entitled: "Decree of the Reich 

Governrnent for the Formation of Special ~ourts ." '~  This decree established 'speciai 

courts' in every supenor-cout district and gmted these courts jurisdiction over the cases 

arising from the 'Decree of the Reich Resident for the Protection of the Volk and State' 



('Reichstag Fi Decree' of 28 Febniary 1933) and the 'uisidiousness ~ecree'." This 

1 
b- 'Reichstag Fue Decree' had already suspended basic freedoms, including freedom of 

speech and the press, freedom of assembly and association, protection against search and 

seizure in the home. freedom of property and freedom of communication, which included 

mail, telephone and telegraphs.12 These 'speciai courts' were also given the authority to 

hold the accused in custody for an unlimited amount of time and could even give 

decisions "without the presentation of evidence."13 Moreover, the 'special courts' could 

proceed to judge cases that were outside of their jurisdiction, that is, unless the cases 

belonged to the jurisdiction of the Reich Supreme Coun or a higher superior court." It 

must also be noted that against the decisions of the "special courts" there could be no 

appeals.ls Thus, based on these decrees, anyone who made a derogatory statement about 

or criticised the Party or its penonalities could be very severely punished. 

The existence of these decrees also provided a bais  for denunciations. When 

something as innocuous as a comment or a joke becomes a criminal offence, one must be 

very carehil about what one says-and of course to whom such a comment is made. The 

secret police of a totatitarian regime need not place an undercover agent in every office, 

school or apanment building in order to intimidate the population into subrnission. If the 

average penon feels or believes that the secret police organisation is ubiquitous and fean 

severe punishment for disobedience, then the terror is al1 the more effective. When faced 

with "the mere possibiiity of a bock  on the door at five o'clock in the moming and two 

leather-coated figures standing outside saying, 'Corne with us,""6 the vast majority of 

people in any society would probably choose the option of "minding theû own business" 

over "resisting the regime". 



in National-Socialist Gemany the phrase "resisting the regime" did not only refer to attempts 

1 %  - to overthrow the regime.17 Resistance ranged fiom attempting to overthrow the regime to 

ordinary, everyday actions like refking to give the "Heil Hitler!" greeting. The Gestapo did not 

limit itself to the investigation and the thwarting of coup attempts. The Gestapo attempted to 

stamp out any and al1 potentially anti-Nazi behaviour within Geman society. in the words of 

Robert Gellately, the Gestapo "did not only attempt to search out and destroy serious threats to 

the regime; it aiso endeavoured to suppress d l  non-cornpliance by the population at large."lS 

The psychological intimidation of the German population by the Gestapo is an important 

point. Gellately also argued that although many Germans felt that Gestapo agents or informers 

were always close at hand, the number of agents or oficials in the Gestapo was actually rather 

small: "Given the small number of officiais in the Gestapo. their distribution had to be thin on the 

gro~nd."'~ The number of Gestapo staffmembers is estimated to have been approximately 40. 

000 in 1943 .'O The Sicherheitsdienst ( S D )  was smaller, with approximately 3,000 salaried and 

30,000 part-tirne employees.2' 

It m u t  be noted that much of the work of the Gestapo was of an administrative nature: that is. 

not every Gestapo employee was an undercover agent listening in on people?' And while 

informers played an important role in gathenng information for the Gestapo, their small nurnbers 

did not allow them to watch evety person or to attain a seemingly dl-pervasive presence in 

Geman society. The only effective way for the Gestapo to monitor and control the actions and 

comments of the Gennan population would be with the collaboration of the population itself. 



Gellately contends that popular participation thmugh denunciations, by providing the 
1 

1: , 
.- Gestapo with information, was the "ke y link in the three-way interaction between the 

police, people, and policy in Nazi ~errnan~."" Did the atmosphere in German society at 

this time reflect this interaction between the Gestapo and the people? The atmosphere of 

suspicion and feu in Geman society due to the possibility of being denounced by a 

fellow citizen, neighbour or even a friend was real. Sometimes people denounced othen, 

often falsely. in order to settle old scores or for other 'blatant personal motives," such as 

resentment, persona1 gain or je al ou^^.^ Students even denounced professon, as Ulrich 

von Hassel1 recorded in a d i q  entry of 29 May 1941. In this entry, Hassell recounted the 

story of how a friend of his, Ferdinand Sauerbruch had been denounced." Sauerbruch 

was a professor of surgery and at his fint lecture after the sinking of the German 

battleship Bismarck (24-27 May 1941). had made "a few remarks in honour of the dead, 

and had concluded with the words: 'Long live Gemany and the ~ührer!" '~  That 

aftemoon, the Gestapo called him-apparently he had been denounced by a student for 

putting the word 'Germany* before the word Although Hassell recorded no 

nasty repercussions from this episode, such a denunciation, although absurd and 

unimaginable for one living in Canada today, shows the atmosphere in which people in 

Nazi Germany lived. 

This atmosphere was astutely described by William Shirer, an Amencan joumalist and 

broadcaster who worked in Berlin for the American Columbia Broadcasting System from 

late Aupst 1934 to Decernber 1940.~ In December 1939, Shirer wrote that ''[rnlany long 

prison sentences [were] being meted out to Germans who listen[ed] to foreip radio 

,128 6' stations. Yet," he added "many continue to listen to hem."" Apparently, so many 



Germans listened to foreign broadcasts. that officid wamings against this practice were 

1 ' -  *- issued. One such warning concluded: "No mercy will be shown the idiotic criminais who 

listen to the lies of the enemy."30 Shirer described the tense atmosphere created by the 

possibility of being denounced among Gerrnans in his recounting of an afternoon spent 

with a family Listening to the forbidden broadcasts of the six p.m. BBC news. nie  family 

was very apprehensive and above al1 careful when they tuned into the broadcast. The 

mother explained 

that besides the porter, who is the officia1 Nazi spy for the 
apartment house, they had just leamed that a Jewish tenant in 
retum for receiving clothing ration cards (Jews pt food cards, but 
no clothing cards) had tumed informer for the house, and they had 
to be very careful. They played the radio so low 1 could hardly 
catch the news. and one of the daughters kept watch by the front 
door?' 

Shirer recounted two even more telling stones during a journey on the train from Munich 

CO Lausanne, on 4 Febniary 1940: 

1. In Germany it is a serious pend offence to listen to a foreign 
radio station. The other day the mother of a German airman 
received word from the Luftwaffe that her son was missing and 
must be presumed dead. A couple of days Iater the BBC in 
London, which broadcasts weekly a list of German prisonea, 
announced that her son had been captured. Next day she received 
eighr letten from friends and acquaintances telling her they had 
heard her son was safe as a prisoner in England. Then the story 
takes a nasty turn. The mother denounced al1 eight to the police for 
listening to an English broadcast, and they were arrested. 
(When 1 tried to recount this story on the radio, the Nazi censor 

cut it out on the ground that American listeners would not 
undentand the heroism of the woman in denouncing her eight 
fiiends !13' 

The second story that Shirer confided to his diary is lighter, but equally informative about 

the fean and considerations of ordinary German citizens: 



2. The parents of a U-boat officer were officially infomed of their 
son's death. The boat was overdue and had been given up by the 
German Admiraity as lost. The parents arranged a church funeral. 
On the morning of the service the butcher called and wanted a few 
words with the head of the house in private. Next came the grocer. 
Finally friends started swamiing in. They had ail heard the BBC 
announce that the son was among those taken prisoner from the U- 
boat. But how to c d  off the funeral without letting the authofities 
know that someone in the confidence of the family had listened to 
a foreign station? If the parents wouldn't tell, perhaps they 
themselves would be anested. A family council was held. It was 
decided to go through with the funerai. Af'ter it was over, the 
mournen gathered in the parents' home, were told the tmth if the 
already didn't know it, and everyone celebrated with champagne. J 

AIthough it is diffkult to ascertain the exact motives of the mother in the fint story for 

denouncing her friends, one can clearly see from both of these stories that there was an 

acute sense of fear arnong ordinary Germans that even fnends or acquaintances mi$t 

denounce hem for engaging in "illegal" activities, like listening to foreign radio 

broadcasts. In addition, the danger did not merely lie in being denounced for an offence 

that one actually committed. One could be denounced for simply knowing about such an 

offence, committed by someone else, and not reporting what one knew. 

Class and social differences were reflected in denunciations. That is, often 

"denouncea belonged to the same milieu as the denounced" and those in higher social 

positions seemed to make derogatory comments about the regime within a closed ~ O U P  

of people they knew rather than in pblic? The atmosphere of suspicion, mistrust and 

denunciation that was prevaient in civilian society did not seem to affect the German 

Amy and the oficer corps: 

The Amy and its officer corps, however, were largely immune to 
Gestapo sweillance and penetration and to the influence of the 
Nazi Party. The social fabric of the Amy officer corps and its code 
of ethics left linle room for informen, even if such peaons had not 
tended nanually rather to congregate in police organisations.35 



With respect to class differences, Gellately asserts that incautious statements made by prominent 

individuals were sometimes overlooked. Gellately cites the exarnple of Peter Bielenberg, a 

Hamburg lawyer and a senior official in a factory, who had driven the wife of one of his office 

clerks to the hospital, as she was When Bielenberg had gone to collect her, he had noticed a 

framed Nazi slogan hanging on the wall, which stated: --Der Führer hat immer recht.".'' 

Bielenberg had asked the woman, "However could you frame and hang up such r~bbish?"'~ 

However, the office clerk made no mention of this incautious comment to the Gestapo, that is, 

until after Bielenberg had been arrested d e r  the 20 July 1944 assassination attempt.40 This 

example. although isolated, suggested a reluctance. or at least a hesitation, to report on the 

infelicitous or incautious comments of "one's -bettersY4 Criticisms of the Nazi regime, vaiid or 

not, had been criminalised and could be used against the person who made them. In National- 

Socialist German society. one's comments had to be carefully guarded. lest they were overheard 

and reported to the Gesrapo, either the next day or years &er the fact. Non-confomity in Nazi 

society was not easy and certainly could also be dangerous. To actually take part in resistance and 

to act against the regime not only meant graver risks. but also required uncornmon courage. 

strength of character and extreme caution. 
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CHAPTERTHREE 

General Reactions to Kristallnocht and the 'Euthanasia Proeramme" 

It is impossible to determine accurately an "overall" appraisal of public opinion in 

Nazi Germany, and thus one cannot give a description of how the entire Gennan people 

reacted to Nazi crimes. However, it is possible to examine the written records of some of 

the reactions in the diaries and letters that have survived the war. There are also other 

ways of gauging reactions within German society to Nazi crimes. After experience of 

both Hitler and Mussolini, Ernst Freiherr von Weizsacker wrote that "dictators are often 

more sensitive to public opinion than monarchs or presidents of republics." In an anempt 

to monitor the "public mood" within Nazi Germany, the SD cornpiled the 

Stimnttingsberichte, published by Heinz Boberach under the title Meldunnen aus dem 

~eich.'  - 
h using these reports, however, one must be cautious. Given the repressive nature of 

Nazi society, such reports must be read criùcally, as people were not likely to express 

freely aitical or disapproving opinions about ihe regime or its crimes. In addition, 

aithough the repons were edited by academics, Iawyen, docton and other professionds, 

the data on which the reports were based came from a networlc of informen across 

~erman~. '  They were neither social scientists nor professionals, and they were graded in 

terms of reliability: from "reliable Pmy memben" down to "unreliable collaborators" 

y and "excon~icts".~ However, these caveats notwithstanding, the reports do contain some 
I , 
, 

interesting information relevant to this discussion. 



What were the reactions to the pogrom of 9/10 November 1938? 

If Joseph Goebbels truly wished to believe that the violent and chaotic pogrom of 9 

November 1938 was a "spontaneous" demonsnation against Jews in Gemany, or in the 

words of a Nazi supporter, the boiling over of the ''National Soul", then the reactions to 

this orgy of violence must have been very disappointing to him. Within Gemany and 

abroad, reactions to Kristallnacht included shock and disgust. An anonymous letter, 

addressed to Propaganda Minister Joseph Goebbels, expressed not only these reactions, 

but aiso a sense of shame to be German: 

One could weep, one must be ashamed to be a German, part of an 
Aryan-Edelvolk, a civilised nation puilty of such a cultural 
disgrace. Later generations will compare these atrocities with the 
times of the witch-trials. .4nd nobody dares to Say a word against 
them, though 85 per cent of the population is angry as never 
before. Poor Germany, wake up properly before it is too late!4 

Waiking through streets of Berlin, surrounded by the afiermath of the destruction of 

KrLrrallnacht, Relate Bernhard Lichtenberg asked himself how such vandalism was 

possible "in einern geordneten ~raar.'" In his rnind there was only one thing that could 

help the Jews: prayer.6 In a sermon, Lichtenberg stated: "Outside [this Church], a 

synagogue is buming-and a synagogue too, is a house of ~od."' Almost three yean 

later, Lichtenberg was arrested afier protesting against the contents of an ami-Jewish 

leaflet.' Lichtenberg drafied an announcement, which he intended to read within his 

parish during a service. This ciraft was found upon his arrest on 13 October 194L9 It read: 



Announcemen t 
An anonymous inflammatory pamphlet against the Jews is being 
distributed to houses in Berlin. In it, it is claimed that any German 
w hoever, supposedl y out of false sentimentality , supports Jew s- 
be it merely through obligingness-betrays his people. Do not be 
misled by this unchristian thought, but act according to the strict 
word of Jesus Christ: Thou shah love thy neighbour as thyself.10 

The Nazi regime had abolished law and order, Lichtenberg urged his parishionen to obey 

the rules of Jesus Christ. Lichtenberg received a two-year sentence for his "crime"." He 

served it, but was not released at the end of it. He died on 3 November 1943 en route to 

the concentration camp at ~achau." 

On 16 November 1938, a report frorn the British chargé d'affaires in Berlin, George 

Ogilvie-Forbes. a week after the pogrom stated that "inarticulate though the masses may 

have been, 1 have not met a single Geman of whatever class who in varying measure 

does not, to Say the least, disapprove of what has happened."13 Forbes doubted that even 

the "outspoken condemation of professed National Socialists or of senior officers in the 

army wili have any influence over the insensate gang in present control of Nazi 

~ e r m a n ~ . ? ' ' ~  Forbes continued to Say that "[tlhe present position of the Jews is indeed 

tragic," and ominously warned that "[tlhe Jews of Germany are. indeed, not a national 

but a world problem, which, if negiected, contains the seeds of a temble vengance."15 

The American consul in Leipzig, David Buffim, wrote a report on the events of 

Knnallnachr that contained similar sentiments as those present in the above letter. 

Regarding the allegd "spontaneity" of the riou trumpeted in the Nazi press, Buffum 

wrote: 

So far as a very high percentage of the German populace is 
concemed, a state of popular indignation that would spontaneously 
lead to such excesses, c m  be considered as nonexistent. On the 
contrary, in viewing the ruins and attendant measures employed, 



di of the local crowds observed were obviously benumbed over 
what had happened and aghast over the unprecedented fury of Nazi 
acts that had been or were taking place with bewildenng rapidity 
throughout their city.I6 

However, to balance the reports of the shame of Gemans in the aftermath of 

Kristallnacht there was also condemation of the pogrom because of its material 

destruction and the "hooligan character of the 'action' perpetrated by 'gutter 

elements'."" A report from the SD reflects this sentiment: 

The actions against the Jews in November were very badly 
received. Criticism varied in accordance with the attitude of the 
individuai. Business circles pointed to the damage which had 
arisen through the actions. others criticised the Iegal measures, and 
the bourgeoisie, just freed from anxiety about war, pointed to the 
dangerous effects which could aise abroad When then the 
reaction abroad expressed itself in vile in flammatory campaigs 
and boycott measures, these liberal-pacifist circles agreed with 
foreign opinion and labeled the measures taken as ‘barbarie' and 
'uncivilised'. From a basic liberal attitude, many believed they had 
to stand up openly for the Jews. The destruction of the synagogues 
was declared to be irresponsible. People stood up for the 'poor 
repressed ~ews'." '~ 

This report highlights views that were present in German society, but not necessarily 

widely held. While it is clear that some Germans were callous and indifferent to the 

sufferings of Jews, many Germans felt shame as a result of this pogrom out of sympathy 

for the plight of the Jews. Some people womed about property damage, disorderly 

conduct and how Germany appeared to other nations more than about the appalling attack 

on Jews on Krinallnacht. Yet one cannot jump to the conclusion that these people would 

have supported the ki lhg of Jews. Knstailnaclzt was however a clear signal to the world 

that the peaecution of Jews in Germany was not a temporary revolutionary sideeffect. 

The penecution of Jews was increasing and becominp more violent. A large number of 

Germans realised this; others. as the report above points out, apparently did not. 



1. 
q _ ii) The "Euthanasia P r o ~ ~ e " :  

With respect to reactions to the Nazi "euthanasia programme", the strongest and 

perhaps most influential condernnations came from the churches. There were reactions 

from the public as well, however. Not ody did the iü or handicapped relatives of 

Gemans mystenously die in large numbers, but also the smoke and the smell from the 

crematoria in killing centres raised suspicions.1g Moreover in the towns where killing 

centres were situated, citizens noticed the reylar arrivai of "patients", but also noted that 

"they are never seen again, nor cm they be ~isited."'~ Heinrich Himmler was aware of 

this suspicion and unrest mong the German population with respect to the "euthanasia 

progamme". In December 1940, in a lener to Viktor Brack, the man directing the day-to- 

day operation of the Himmler stated: 

I hear that there is considerable disturbance about the hospital at 
Grafeneck. People recopise the grey buses of the SS [that 
transported the patients] and believe they know what is going on 
when bey see the chimney of the crematorium burning 
continuously. What is happening there should be a secret, but it is 
no longer so; so the worst suspicions have been aroused. In my 
view it will be necessary to end this use of the institution and at the 
same time to institute some propaganda in a clever and capable 
way of showing films about mental or hereditary illnesses in that 
reg on." 

In addition, an SD report written in January 1942 (after the official progamme was 

stopped) suggested that the killing of the mentally-il1 or the feeble-minded was widely 

known within German society? The report was about the reception in Gerxnan society of 

such a propaganda film discussing and advocating the killing of the "incurably ill". One 

person asked about the film called it "very interesting" and then added "aber da geht es 



genauso &rin oc wie in den Irrenanstalten, wo sie jet8 die Tollen alle kaputt machen."" 

1 
1 -  

Some people that were asked about this film. expressed the belief that euthanasia was 

acceptable "in particularly severe cases" proviàed that a cornmittee of doctors verified the 

patient's condition? However, the most cornmon response noted was one of mistrust, 

that is, once started, where would euthanasia be stopped: "iiber diese Sache kann man 

denken, wie man will, aber wer gibr eine Garantie dufir, &J damit kein Mgbrauch 

gelrieben ~ i r d " ' ~ ~ n o t h e r  response to the question of euthanasia was one that sprmg 

from Christian conscience, ihat is, that only God had the right to give and take life: "Es 

wird auch immer wieder erklürt,  du^ das Leben, dus Gott verschenh habe, auch nur 

wieder von Gon genommen werden konne imd dütjè."" 

This sentiment echoed that of German bishops who protested against the Nazi 

"euthanasia probgramme" in their sermons. In March 1940, Bishop Konrad Preysing of 

Berlin condemned euthanasia in similar tems, that is, every person had a right to Iive. 

regardless of whether they were il1 or weak: "No justification and no excuse can be found 

for taking away the life of the weak or the il1 for any sort of economic or eugenic reasons 

[...]. The church will protect the right of every individual to life."'* In July 1941, Bishop 

Theophil Wumi of Würrtemberg wrote to the Minister of the Intenor, Wilhelm Frick, and 

declared that Christians would not condone the practice of euthanasia and charpd the 

regime to uphold the "merciful and humane handling of suffering fellow men."'9 

However, the matter of Nazi euthanasia was brought to head by Bishop Clemens Aupst 

von Galen of Münster in his semon of 3 Auyst 1 9 d 0  In this semon, he attacked the 

"murder of innocent penons and the disregard of the sanctity of human Life" that the 

"euthanasia progamme" embodied3' Galen attacked the "terrible doctrine, which 



excuses the murder of innocent people, which gives express iicense to kill unemployable 

1 
+- 

invalids, cripples, incurables, and the seni~es."~~ Galen also spoke out against the secret 

transportation of patients to unknown destinations, the "deliberate flouting of Catholic 

doctrine" through the cremation of the victims of euthanasia and the "decepuon of 

relatives by means of fdse death certificate~."~~ Galen emphasiçed the fears of the people 

regarding how far euthanasia would be extended. What about the "sick and senile" or 

"badly-wounded soldier~"?~' Would they also be killed, since they were no longer 

productive~s Copies of this sermon were disuibuted throughout Germany, "ofien by 

hand and at great persona1 nsk; they were [even] smuggled to soldien at the front."36 

Hans Scholl, one of the leading mernben of the student resistance group. the White Rose, 

found inspiration in a copy of this sermon.37 

On 28 August 1911, Hitler ordered a halt to the "euthanasia progamme" within 

~ e r r n a n ~ ? ~  The p r o g r n e  would continue. however, on a smaller scale within Nazi 

extermination camps in ~ o l a n d . ~ ~  The outcry against Nazi euthanasia, on the one hanci, 

showed that Gemans were capable of resisting Nazi criminality. However, it is not clear. 

whether this protest was the deciding factor for Hitler to stop the "euthanasia 

programme" within Germany. It is possible that Hitler acquiesced to public pressure-as 

in the Rosenstraûe incident? Clearly, Hitler could have had Galen and W u m  arrested, 

and perhaps hanpd or shot, but he did not. In fact, on 13 August 1911, Reichsleiter and 

Secretary to the Führer Martin Bomann, declared that Galen deserved the death 

sentence." Mïnister of Propqanda Joseph Goebbels contended that support for the 

reme in Münster and Westphalia would be lost if "so popular a figure as Bishop Galen 

were to be ueated with the severity he deserved.'"' The question of punishing Galen 



seemed to be one of timing4oebbels felt that it was not time for a major clash with the 

1 .  - ~hurch." Rather. the Church would be dedt with after the war was won, "when it would 

be comparatively easy to confîscate the Churches' materiai possessions, to break their 

resistance, and to rid themselves of the Bishop of ~unster.'" Hitler referred briefiy yet 

threateningly to Galen. in a speech delivered in a Munich beer-hali on 8 November 1941: 

Should anyone here really be hoping to break our unity, it does not 
matter where he comes from or to which camp he belongs. then I 
will-and you know my methods-keep rny eye on him for a while. 

This is just a time of probation. But then comes the moment when 
1 will attack like lightning and remove the danger as quickly as 
possible. And then no dispise will protect him, not even the 
disguise of religion.4S 

Although the exact effect that this protest had on Hitler is not clear, the protest shines out 

as an appeai to human decency and compassion in a Urne when these qualities were very 

much in question. 
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CHAPTER FOUR 

Reactions to the 'Final Solution" 

i.1 Reactions among civilians: 

hlthough Nazi mass killing in the occupied Eastern territories was supposed to be a 

secret, information about such a large undenaking was bound to get out to the German 

public. As Heinz Boberach asserts, cenain aspects of Nazi mass murder did leak out: 

Viele wiedergegebene ~upencngen bewiesen, daJ die Bevolkerung 
of erstaunlich gut über Siaatsgeheimnisse untemkhte war, tB. 
über den Temin fiir die Vorbereirungen zu Ruplandfei&ug I S W ,  
oder das Prinzip der V- Waffen 1943, untemkhtet aber auch über 
die Ennordung von Juden in folen.' 

Yet what did the German population know about the extermination camps and gassings 

occuning in the East? The SD reports provide nc information on this point. although 

there was one report, dated 19 April 1943, that referred to the mass shootings of Jews and 

Poies. At this time, Nazi propaganda was nying to reap the maximum benefit from the 

discovery of the recent discovery of the mass graves of approxirnately 15,000 Polish 

officen, dlegedly killed by Soviet troops. The SD report stated that "a large portion of 

the German population finds it 'noteworthy' or 'hypocritical' that German propaganda 

had recentiy becorne sympathetic to the plight of ~oles."' One person asked about this 

matter replied: "We Germans have no right to get excited about these Soviet atrocities, 

when Germans had kiIled many more Jews and ~ o i e s . " ~  However it is difficult to Say 

with certainty what Germans knew, and in particular to what extent they believed and 

üuly undeatood the information they received about these crimes. Information about 

Nazi mass murder in the East could reach German society through soldiers, who on Ieave 



from the front, or through letters and conversations could have recounted what they had 

seen. Ian Kershaw asserts that the gassing was not widely known in Germany, but he 1, 
i 

does cite two cases in which people were arrested and sent to prison for openly making 

comments on the mass rnurder of Jews and derogatory comments about Etlet4 In one 

case, a man was indicted for calling Hitier in September 1944 a "mass-murderer who had 

Jews loaded into a wagon and exterminated by gas."5 Lawrence Stokes contends that it is 

likely that some reports on Nazi extermination camps reached Gemany, however he also 

asserts that such reports were probably not believed! In a diary entry h m  27 December 

1914, a Berlin joumalist named Ursula von Kardorff recounted just such a scenario: 

1 read surreptitiously in the iavatory ai the Kochstrasse a copy of 
the Journal de Genève, which Bikchen slipped to me. There was a 
homfying article by two Czechs, who escaped from a 
concentration camp in the east. They Say the Jews there are 
systematicaily gassed. They are taken into a big wash-room. 
ostensibly to have a bath, and gas is then pumped in through 
hidden valves until they are al1 dead. The corpses are bumed. The 
article was senously written and did not sound like atrocity 
propaganda 1s one bound to believe such a ghasrly story? It simply 
cannot be true! Surely even the most brutal fanatics could not be so 
absolutely bestial!' 

Yet with the deponation of Jews from al1 over Germany, one must have asked: "Where 

are they al1 king sent to?" Kardorff wrote on 3 March 1943 about the deportation of 

Jews from Berlin, and how men, women and children were dragged by SS men from their 

homes and put onto trucks? She recounted that a crowd had gathered in the process. and 

that people shouted to the SS men: "Why don't you leave the old women alone? Why 

don't you go to the front, where you b e ~ o n ~ ? " ~  Berlin had been hit heavily by an Allied 

air raid the day before, and Kardorff wrote that "[elveryone in Berlin is saying that the 

raid was a reprisa1 for the deportation of the ~ews."'~ However, it appean that Germans, 



living with the daily hardships of total war, including the fiequent heavy Allied au raids, 

could not fathom the true, homQing fate that awaited the Jews that were deported fiom 

al1 over Europe. Today, we are quite aware that millions of Jews were brutally treated 

and exteminated in German-occupied Europe during the Second World War. Yet it is 

still dificult, if at d l  possible, to understand fully how or why human beings could 

commit such crimes against other human beings. It cannot be simply assumeci, based on 

oui knowleâge of the grisly facts of this penod, that those persons living in Germany ut 

thal tirne could have, or should have known the true nature of the fate of the depoited 

Jews. 

There were Germans who were neither indifierent to nor unaware of the persecution 

of the Jews. In October 194 1, Prelate Bernhard Lichtenberg, at evening prayer in the 

cathedral, prayed aloud for victims of Nazi persecution. The order of the victims he 

prayed for is significant: The Jews and the poor inmates in concentration camps, 

especiall y his fellow priests and bishops: "Lasset rrns mrn betenfiir die Juden undfür d e  

amen Gefangenen in den Konsenfruti011~Iiqgem, wr allemfirr meine ~mtsbrüder.."'~ 

Lichtenberg was denounced by two students in the catheâral, and was later tried under 

the 'insidious attacks' law and imprisoned.'2 Lichtenberg's view that "one should love 

his fellow man" and his attempt to remind others of their Christian duty to do so landed 

him in prison. 

Since the information is not complete, it is dificult to ûraw definitive conclusions 

about the Geman population and their knowledge of and reactions to Nazi mass murder. 

Some Gennans, like Ulrich von Hassel1 and Helmuth von Moltke, to be examined later, 

heard about and sought information on Nazi mass murder through theu work and 



connections in the German Anny and goverment One must remember that what 

I - Gemans may have heard through isolated stories, rumours or foreign broadcasts was 
L 

unprecedented Therefo~, it was not always easy to fully comprehend the appalling 

dimensions of the crimes k ing  committed. 

Information about the terrible crimes being committed in the East did, however, 

trickle back to Gemany. A group of German students and intellecnials heard about mass 

shootings in Poland and decided to inform others about it, in an attempt to inspire 

resistance to the regime. The White Rose was a resistance group students and 

intellecnials, for the most part, from the Ludwig-Maximilians-Univenitat in  unic ch.'^ 

This group also compnsed students from other cities-that is, students from Ulm. 

Stuttgart, Freiburg and Saarbrücken were also involved." n i e  White Rose also had ties 

to students in Harnburg and Berlin; however, these ties were of a more personal and 

informal nanue, rather than of an organisational nature.'' The group was centred on Hans 

Scholl, a medical student. and his sister Sophie, who joined her brother at the University 

of Munich in 1942, to study phi~osophy.16 The Scholls' anti-Nazi sentiments seemed to 

have been influenced by their father, a marked anti-~azi." The Scholls were joined by 

new fnends of Hans, Alexander Schmorell and Chnstoph Probst, and influenced by the 

sermon condemning the Nazi euihanasia by Bishop von Galen of Münster, they began to 

distribute anti-Nazi leafleü under the heading T h e  White  ose."" The qudity of their 

leaflets improved with the influence and guidance of Sophie's philosophy professor Kurt 

Huber, and in June 1941, the White Rose printed and distributed a leafiet condemning the 

mass murder of Jews in German-occupied ~01and.l~ The leaflets were sent to select 

addresses-that is, predominantly to the addresses of academics, in an attempt to 



mobilise the intellectual élite." The addressees were mainly writen. professon, school 

directon. bookseiiers and dwtors from Munich and the surrounding area." It was hoped 

that these recipients of the leafiets would copy them and help to spread them further." 

From July to November 1942, Hans Scholl and Schmorell served on the Eastern Front 

as medical aides [Sanitater], where they saw fmt-hand the miseries suffered by those 

undet Geman rule? In November 1942, Hans Scholl returned to Munich to continue his 

studies and the distribution of leaflets." By January 1943, with the addition of Willi Graf, 

the White Rose was distributing leafiets on a much wider scde; Schrnorell deposited 

leaflets in the mail in Salzburg, Linz and Vienna; Sophie SchoIl posted leaflets in 

Augsburg and Stuttgart and Hans Scholl, with the help of Schmorell scatiered leaflets in 

the streets of Munich and scrawled anti-Hitler graffiti at the University and in many other 

places in  unic ch? In thek leaflets they predicted Germany's defeat in the war, 

condernned the mass killing of Jews and called for a rising of the people "against 

'National-Socialist gangsterism'.ty26 The Scholls and the other students of the White Rose 

movement were, as Ulrich von Hasse11 wrote on 25 March 1943, "courageous and upright 

martyrs."" Their goal was clearly to inspire others to listen to their conscience and to join 

them in the resistance to the regirne. 

At about 11 am.  on 18 February 1943, the janitor Jakob Schmidt observed Ham and 

Sophie Scholl distributing leaflets in the Atrium of the Ludwig-Maximibans- 

Univeairat-and sealed dl  of the exits." The University Regisuar, Haeffher, called the 

Gestapo, and the Scholls were promptl y arre~ted?~ Willi Graf and his sister Anneliese 

were arrested that same evening; Probst was arrested two days later in Innsbruck, afier 

the Genapo found his draft for a leafiet when they amsted Hans ~ c h o l l . ~ ~  On 22 



Febniary 1943, the Scholls and Probst wek tried in the People's Court, sentenced to 

death and executed on the same day? On 19 April1943, Rofessor Huber, Schmorell and 

Graf were tried and sentenced to d e a t l ~ . ~ ~  

The series of four leaflets entitied "Leafiets of the White Rose" was prepared in the 

summer and fall of 1942 and al1 were issued that same year, before the Allied landings in 

North Africa on 8 November 1 9 4 2 . ~ ~  In these leaflets. the students of the White Rose 

denounced the criminal nature of Hitler's regime and the senseless bloodletting of the 

war: "Nichts ist eines Kulturvolkes unwurdiger, als sich ohne Widerstand von einer 

verantwortungslosen und dunkien Trieben ergebenen Herrscherclique 'regieren ' zu 

la~sen."~" Moreover, the White Rose appealed to the conscience of their fellow Germans 

to recoWgnise the treachery and evil that Hitler embodied: 'Zvery word thai cornes from 

Hitler's mouth is a lie. When he says peace, he means war, and when he blasphemously 

uses the name of the Almighty, he means the power of evil, the fallen angel. ~atan."'~ 

AImost a year and a half into the German campaign against Russia, the White Rose 

emphasised the utter frivolousness with which young German Lives were being sacrificed 

for Hitler's "Final Victory": 

Neither Hitler nor Goebbels can have counted the dead. In Russia, 
thousands are lost daily. It is the time of the harvest, and the reaper 
cuts into the ripe grain with wide strokes. Mouming takes up her 
abode in the country cottages, and there is no one to dry the tears 
of the mothers. Yet Hitler feeds with lies those people whose most 
precious beiongings he has stolen and whom he has driven to a 
meaningless d e a t l ~ . ~ ~  

Furthemore, the second leafiet of the White Rose condemned the murder of Jews by 

Geman forces in Poland: "We want to cite the fact that since the conquest of PoIand 

three hwidred thousand Jews have been rnurdered in this country in the most bestial way. 



Here we see the most fnghtful crime against human dignity, a crime that is unparaileled 

in the whole of history."" In addition to informing Germans of such horrible crimes, the 

White Rose also attempted to shock Gennans out of apathy and "slumber": "Why do the 

German people behave so apathetically in the face of al1 these abominable crimes, crimes 

so unworthy of the human race?"38 The leaflet implored Gerrnans to awaken and to 

"protest wherever and whenever [they] can against this clique of f~iminals."~~ By not 

attempting to resist, the Geman people toierated this evil "governxnent" and its crimes, 

and thereby also shared "a sense of compliciry in guilt" for hem!* The White Rose urged 

Germans "to root out this brown horde" and stated that the holiest duty of every Gerrnan 

[was] to destroy these beastd4"l 

Yet under the repressive National-Socidist regime, how could such resistance be 

possible? The White Rose, in issuing these leafiets, was trying to inspire othen to rise up 

in opposition as they did. For example, thei. 1s t  leaflet was variably entitled: 

"Kommilitonen! Kommilitonen!" and "Deutsche  lud dent en!'" They c d e d  out to their 

fellow students, and urged hem to help in the distribution of these leaflets: "Please make 

as many copies as possible of this leaflet and distribute them.'J3 ~owever, the White 

Rose went even farther than that. In their third leafiet, the resisters conceded the 

difficulties of resisting such a totalitarîan system. They stated that it was still possible, 

with the combined effort of many: 'Tt can be done only by the CO-operation of many 

convinced, energetic people-people who are agreed as to the means they must use to 

attain their goal.'A 

It is difFrcult to state the exact number of those involved in the White Rose resistance 

movement with certainty; forty-nine defendants faced the People's Court in eight trials? 



Of course, for ordinary Gemans, the means of resistance were very iimited. Unlike 

military resisters, who had access to weapons and trained solciiers to fight the regime, on 

the face of it, the ordinary citizen seemed to be seriously disadvantaged The students of 

the White Rose wished to inspire what it saw as the only viable option available: bbpossive 

re~istance".~ However, by "passive resistance" the White Rose meant "[s]aborage in 

armament plants and war industries, sabotage at al1 gatherings, rallies, public ceremonies, 

and organisations of the national Socialist ~arty . '~ '  These students wished to paralyse the 

German war machine, which, to them, served "solely to shore up and perpetuate the 

National Socialist Pmy and its dictator~hi~."~~ Moreover, the White Rose urged Gemans 

to sabotage any and all aspects of German society that served the regime-in any way 

chat they could. The resisters cailed for the sabotage of the univeaities, technical schools, 

research institutes and newspapen, and urged Gemans not to contribute to money or 

rnetal dri~es.''~ And again. they urged Germans to join them and to try to recruit othea to 

their cause, for the arch enemy of Germany was not Bolshevism or the Jews; rather. the 

White Rose declared that "[tlhe defeat of the Nazis must unconditionaZZy be the fmt 

order of bus in es^."'^ Unfortunately for the White Rose, and indeed for Germany, they 

were arrested, tried and executed before they could spur others to rise in defiance of the 

Nazi regime. 

ii.1 Reactions within the German militarv: 

As previously stated, the senior officers in the Gemian military were in a unique 

position in Gerrnan society to stop atrocities. These oficen commanded troops and had 

access to weapons, therefore possessing a power that othen in Germm society, especïally 



ordinary citizens, did not With regard to mass shootings committed by the 

Eilt~4tzgrrrppen~ these killing units operated in the rear areas of army groups. The 

German army furnished them with quarters, gasoline; food rations and, insofiir as 

necessary, radio communications. ' As stated above, the Einsutzgruppn committed 

atrocities in rear areas. These crimes occuned "at the fiont", ffar nom the eyes of ordinary 

Germans and within the puMew of German officers and soldien. Although Gerrnan 

Amy generals "had complete authority in the combat zone,"52 this authority was 

removed in the spnng of 1940, when Hitler removed SS and police units fiom the control 

of the Through this order, the Anny was forced "to stand aloof" fkom these 

atrocities. s4 

In this context, Christian Streit mentions Generulmajor Eduard Wagner, the 

Quartemiaster General of the Geman A m y  as a key figure. " As Quartemaster General, 

Wagner was not only responsible for the supply and reinforcement of the German Amy, 

but also the administration of the occupied temtov and further for the "treatment and 

supplying of prisoners of war in the field."56 Streit States that it appeared that Wagner and 

Chief of the General StaffFram ~alde3' attempted to avoid conflicts with the SS over 

jurisdiction in occupied territory, "as had arisen in ~oland."" in a letter to his wife dated 

20 September 1941, Wagner related a feeling of reliefthat "political matters7' in the East 

were no longer his concern: "Froh bin ich, &iS wir diesmai mit den gcmzen politischen 

Dingen nichts rn hm Irrben. Im Wesien ging 's noch, hier aber, wo so viel'e] 

wellmischauliche Fragen eine Rolle spielen, bin ich heirfr~h?"~ 

Further guidelines outlining juridiction in the administration of occupied temtory in 

Eastern Europe, which ?tao QuMGeneral Wagner's suggestions into consideration", 



were established by the Head of the OW Generalfeldmarschall Wilhelm ICeite16* on 13 

March 1941.6' The restriction of Wehrmacht jurisdiction was set out three months later in 

the "Commissar Order": 

Zm Operationsgebiet des Heeres erhalt der Reichsfhrer SS air 
Vorbereitung der politischen Venvaltung Sonderaufgaben im Aufrrage des 
Führers, die sich nus dem endgültig ausatragenden Kampf rweier 
entgegengesetzter politischer Systeme ergeben. Im Rahmen dieser 
Aufgaben handelt der ReichsFihrer SS selbstandig und in eigener 
Verwttwomurg [. ..]. Naheres regelt das OKH mit dem ReichjZhrer SS 
wunittelbar.62 

With this order, the jurisdiction of the Wehrmacht in occupied Eastern Europe was 

significantly restricted-as Streit contends, "without determined resistance on the part of 

Convenely, officen in the field had no part in the setting of such guidelines. One mut  

pause here to consider briefly the potential courses of action a German officer or solder 

could have taken in an attempt to put a stop to atrocities. Taking part in the conspiracy to 

ovenhrow Hitler's regime was cenainly one way. This course was no easy step. and 

brought dong both difficult decisions and grave danger. Such a conspiracy required very 

good organisation-so simple task in warüme under a totalitarian regime. As well, the 

participation of several penons made communication and CO-ordination on the one hand 

difficult. and discovery of the conspiracy by the Gestapo, on the other hand, easier. An 

atternpt to stop atrocities, "at the source", so to speak, was also no simple proposition. 

Theoretically, an Army officer could have lodged a protest against the atrocity with the 

officer in cornmand of the SS unit commimng a niassacre, in an attempt to bring the 

atrocity to a halt. Yet the chances that a peson commanding troops to execute civilians 



would be swayed by such a protest are minimal. It is highly likely that this fom of 

protest would either be ignored or met with ridicule.64 

An officer attempting to stop a massacre by the use of force faced a potentiai 

confrontation with the SS and police units carrying it out. These SS units, like their A m y  

counterparts, were well armed. Acting alone was out of the question. This scenario 

required the action of several A m y  officen and soldiers-the motivation and co- 

ordination of which, as mentioned above, would be difficult in wartime conditions. The 

dangers of such a proposition were dso grave. A stand by A m y  officers against 

atrocities, leading to a deadly confrontation between SS and A m y  personnel at the front, 

would be looked upon by the Nazi ngime as a "rnutiny". Moreover, the decision to 

openly rebel, for a Geman soldier, was extremel y difficu~t.~~ This, in part, illustrates the 

difficulty that every potential isolated action against Nazi aimes faced: Hitler's regime. 

Of course, one could think of further scenarios-yet this is al1 merely speculation. In 

wartime, the requirements of battle are considerable. Perhaps "standing aloof' from these 

atrocities and worrying about the next battle made it easier for some German officers to 

deal psychologically with these crimes. Nevertheless, some officen Listened to their 

conscience and protested against atrocities committed in German-occupied territory and 

attempted to set an example for other German offken. 

a.) Johannes Albrecht Blaskowitz 

Widespread killing actions by the ENtsatzgncppen within the jurisdiction of German 

general officers did not p wholly unnoticed and unchdenged Sadly, there were not 

many among the generals that had the fortinide to protest against such disgusting and 



dishonourable conduct by "soldiers". ~ n e  man who did possess such fortinide was 

General Johannes Blaskowitz. It is necessary to give some background here, as his 

upbringing and education were important influences on the formation of his character. 

Johannes Albrecht Blaskowitz was bom on 10 July 1883 in Pateawdde; a smail village 

approximately 40 kilometres east of Konigsberg. in what was at that time the Geman 

territory of East ~russia? Blaskowitz did not corne from a family with a tradition of 

military s e ~ c e ;  his father was a Lutheran ~ninister.~' Blaskowitz attended the Central 

Cadet Academy at Gross Lichterfelde near Berlin from 1897 to 190 1 .68 In the words of 

Blaskowitz's biographer, Richard Giziowski, this academy was "the most important and 

recognised Army cadet school in imperid ~ e r m a n ~ . " ~ ~  This prestigious academy also 

produced a remarkable number of future hi&-ranking offïcen in the German Amy, 

including Field Marshal and commander-inîhief of the German A m y  Walter von 

Brauchitsch. Field Marshals Fedor von Bock, Ernst Busch, Günther von Kluge, Envin 

von Witzleben and Colonel-Generals Nikolaus von Falkenhorst, Hermann Hoth, Adolf 

Strauss, Paul Hausser ( ~ a f f e n - ~ S ) ' ~  and Kun von   am mente in-~~uord?' 
During the Great War, Blaskowitz served as a captain and survived the w u  as a highly 

decorated soldier." Blaskowitz fought in the bloody battles on the Western Front, and as 

well in norihem Italy, Serbia and in Russia, retuming to France after the collapse of 

Russia at the end of 1917.7~ He was an officer in the Reichswehr dtiring the Weimar 

Republic, and was promoted to the rank of major on I January 1922 .~~  During the 

political nirmoil of the Weimar period, Blaskowitz described himself as detached from 

political life; in short he followed the non-political path of the soldier-'bot interested in 

politics and [...] happily content to be a s~ld ier . "~~ By 1932, the Weimar government was 



plagued and threatened by the growth in the strength of the Communists and their arch- 

enemies, the ~ a z i s ?  The economic cnsis of the 1930s, which led to mass 

unernployment, strikes and widespread poveny, only gave the extremists impetus in their 

desire to topple German dernocracy. In iippraising the political atmosphere of this time, 

Peter Hoffmann comments that "no longer did it seem to be a question of whether 

democratic or extremist forces were going to take conuol, but only whether the 

extremists in power would be the Nazis or the ~ommunists."~~ 

Blaskowitz's view of the political situation within Germany at the beginning of the 

1930s was captured in a letter dated 21 August 1932, from the young German soldier 

Helmuth Stieff to his wife. Charactensed as bright and industrious, Stieff "had a deep and 

lively sense of responsibility as a Geman and as an offxer."" In his letter, Stieff related 

that Colonel ~laskowitz'~ hoped the Nazis would rernain "de~ent" .~~ However. 

Blaskowitz appeared to be confident that the Army and the Police would restore order in 

Geman society if the Nazis p t  out of control: 

Mm hofi  da# die Nazi vemünfng bleiben. Ob sie es aber tun 
werden. ist ,weifelhafr. und dm Verholmis ,wischen Regiemg und 
N a i  ist sehr g e s p n t .  Falls die N& aber Dummheiten machen, 
wird ihnen mit ailer Gewalt entgegengetreten werden, und man wird 
selbst vor blu tigsten Auseinande rsetzungen nicht tu rücksch recken. 
Insbesondere gluubt man, daJ Polizei und Reichswehr absolut in 
der L q e  sein werden, allein mit den Brüdem fenig zu werden." 

Blaskowitz believed in the non-political role of the soldier-a soldier's duty was to serve 

his country in the field. Blaskowitz's belief in the honour of the German oficer corps 

was reflected in his protests against Nazi crimes in the coming war. 

Biaskowitz commanded the Eighth Army d u ~ g  the Polish campaigng2 In October 

1939, after the campaign, Blaskowitz became Oberon (Commander-in-Chief in the 



~ast)?' The fate Poland would meet under Nazi occupation became clear very quickly. 

An Englishrnan by the name of Sir Malcolm Noel Christie travelled through Poland at 

this time and described what he saw there: 

Hate and murder. Plunder of property and masure. SS, Gestapo 
and Paneigenossen ail bus y enriching selves. In Rumpfpolen Poles 
literally becoming slaves of feudal Nazis. Girls and wornen used 
for concubines en musse. Country laid waste." 

Helmuth Stieff visited Colonel-Generai Blaskowitz in Polmd on 21 November 1939, and 

in a letter to his wife he described the situation: 

There is a high degree of shamefd actions and looting, murder, 
organised and without regrets, that is k ing  executed by our very 
own people. The things that 1 have seen done by Germans to the 
Poiish are so incredible that 1 cannot cal1 these people anything but 
evil and inhuman. Gerrnany does not deserve to be called by its 
name. Germans have begun to be sub-human. 1 am ashamed to 
belong to the Geman race?' 

Blaskowitz was deeply troubled by the atrocities being committed by Gemans in Poland 

and told Stieff so, as Stieff related in his letter: '4 have spent almost an hour with 

Blaskowitz. He poured his hem out to me and told me about his concem and womes. He 

felt deeply about the ~ituation."~~ BIaskowitz saw the daily violation of basic human 

rights and indeed humanity." In fact, BIaskowitz urged Stieff to bnng the matter of these 

crimes being committed against the Polish population by German forces to the attention 

of the Oberkommando des ~eeres?' 

On 16 Novernber 1939, approximately three weeks into his tenure as Oberost, 

B laskowitz submitted a mernorandun to his Commander-in-chie f, Field-Mars ha1 

Walther von Brauchitsch, which conveyed his "extreme alarm about illegal shootings 

and his concems about maintaining the discipline of his troops under these ~onditions.8~ 

Brauchitsch's adjutant, Major Curt Siewert, passed this memorandum to Hitler's A m y  



adjutant, Major Gerhard Engel, who submked it to Hitler received the 

memorandum, but instead of replying to Blaskowitz, he exploded at Blaskowitz' s 

protest?' Hitler ridiculed what he regarded as the "childish ideas" of the Army leadership 

and stated that a war could not be conducted with "Salvation Amy" rnethod~."~~ Yet 

Blaskowitz remained in command. For this protest, he would not be removed. At least, 

not yet. 

Blaskowitz lodged another formal protest against SS anocities in Poland. He wrote a 

second memorandum. which reached Hitler on 27 November 1939.9~ Blaskowitz stated 

that his troops referred to the SS police units as "execution detachments" ("ais 

Executionskommando orbeitenden Einsatzgruppen") and he contended that the only 

evident task of the police units was "to spread tenor amongst the population. "94 In 

summation BIaskowi tz wrote: 

dap die Verhaltnisse im besetzten Gebiet dringend einer baldigen 
Neuordnung bediirfen. Der augenblickliche Zustand treibt einer 
En~icklung entgegen, die einen mititiirischen Unmheherd 
herbeiihn und die Ausnützung des Landes zugunsten der Tncppe 
und der Wehnvinschafr unmoglich macht. Mit Gewaltmafinahmen 
allein ist die Sicherheit und Ruhe des Landes nicht hezustellen. Es 
liegt sowohl im Interesse der Wehrmacht wie auch der 
Zivilverwaitung, wenn in Polen eine leidiche Ordnung herrscht. 
die Bevolkemng mit den notigsten Lebens- und Bedarfsmitteln 
versorgt wird und die Winschafr bald in Gang k~rnrnt .~* 

It was clear to Blaskowitz that atrocities wouId make it more difftcult to rule the 

conquered popuiation. The brutal German treatment of civilians and prisonen of war 

ody bred bitter resentment against the Germans in the Soviet population and increased 

the Soviet wiII to fight. In a memorandum written on 6 February 1940, Blaskowitz 

referred to the attitudes of his own soldiers. The atrocities committed by the SS 

"disgusted and repelled his men" and each soldier asked how such things could possibly 



go unpunished." Blaskowitz raised his voice in protest, but the Army High Command 

1 
did not listen. In late 1939, Major Helmuth Groscurth, an intelligence officer in A m y  

' IL 

High ~ o r n m a n d , ~ ~  asked the same question that was likely to be in Blaskowitz's mind: 

"Why does nobody interfere with these ongoing  condition^?"^^ Field-Marshal Walther 

von Brauchitsch, the highest-ranking soldier in the German h y .  did nothing about 

these protests. Unfortunately, Brauchitsch appears not to have possessed the strength of 

character required in this situation. He was unwiiling to take a fim stand against Hitler 

and to risk potential dismissal. This is evident from Field Marshal Erhard Milch's 

description of Brauchitsch's character 

He did not have a s m g  character. He did not speak u v h e  was 
the silent type. He didn't press his own ideas with Hitler. He told 
Hitler what he thought and Hitler would contradict hm: he would 
try again very politely, and then when he got the impression that 
Hitler would not follow his ideas. he dropped it?9 

In addition, both Brauchitsch and Halder had accepted Hitler's splitting of the SS and 

police units from A m y  authority in the spnng of 1940. One could argue that if the two 

most senior officers had taken a stand against that action, they rnight have been able to 

keep the police units under Army control and thereby preserve some authority to stop the 

crimes. However, that areoument assumes that the two of them might have k e n  willing to 

take that step. It is clear from the inaction of Brauchitsch and Hdder that they were 

willing neither to take a stand against Hitler nor to listen to their conscience and the 

voices of offices like Blaskowitz. After Blaskowitz's courageous protests, he was 

relieved of his command (as Oberost) and posted on the Western Front as commander of 

the Ninth Anny.''' The crimes in the East continued. 



b.) Other reactions: 

1 -  Other officers also found these atrocities disgraceful. On 10 September 1939, Chief of 
L 

the General Staff Franz Halder noted in his diary that SS men had "herded Jews into a 

church and massacred ~hern."'~' However, this is the only diary entry from Halder that 

explicitiy mentions the killing of Jews. This seems strange considering how fiequently 

these atrocities seemed to be occurring. On 18 September 1939 General Wilhelm List, 

commanding the Fourteenth A m y ,  issued an order prohibiting looting, rape. the buming 

of synagogues and the shooting of ~ e w s . " ~  In September 1939, the head of the Abwehr 

(Geman military intelligence), Admiral Wilhelm Canaris, commented on the chaos, 

destruction and misery sunounding him in Warsaw: "Dos ist jafirchtbar! Daran werden 

noch unsere Kindeskinder zu tragen haben. "'O3 On a visit to the F ü h r e ~ u g  on 12 

September 1939, Canaris protested against the "projected shooting and extermination 

measures that were being directed particularly against the Polish intelligentsia, nobility 

and clergy."'" Major-General Erwin Lahousen, a major and head of Section II 

(Sabotage) in the Abwehr at this tirne,'" c o n f i i d  in his testimony at Nuremberg after 

the war that Canaris had condemned the shootings in Poland on 12 September 1939, and 

added that Canaris had also wamed that "[s]omeday the world will make the Amed 

Forces, under whose eyes these events have occurred, also responsible for these 

event~ ." '~  In a memorandum dated 2 February 1940, General Wilhelm Cnex protested 

atrocities committed by the SS.'" In this protest, General Ulex spoke of the 

"incornprehensible lack of human and moral sensibilities so that one can really speak of a 

'bestialising' [ ~ e r t i e r u n ~ ] . " ' ~ ~  However. with the onset of the German campaign in 

Russia on 22 June 1941, "these events" wouid only increase in number and intensity. 



c.) Reactions to the "Commissar Order" ("KommissarbefehZ"): 

The "Commissar Order", dated 6 June 1941 was issued under the guise of providing 

"Generai instructions on the Treatment of Poüticd ~ommissars."'~ In plain langage, 

this order required that Soviet politicai commissars, when captured by the Wehmachz, be 

surnmarily executed. The order asserted that "Politicai Cornmissan have initiated 

barbaric, Asiatic methods of warfare."'1° "Consequently," it continued, "they will be 

dealt with immediately and with maximum severity. As a matter of principle they will be 

shot at once whether capnired during operations or orhenvise showing resis~ance."' ' ' 
Such an order contravened international law and the rules of warfare. yet the order simply 

stated that such protection. in the case of political commissan, did not apply."' 

Moreover, this order stipulated that in the zone of communications, commissars 

"apprehended for acting in a suspicious manner would be handed over to the 

Einsutzgncppen or the Einratzkornrnundos of the SD.""~ In other words, those 

cornmissars would also face certain death at the han& of the SD. 

By June 1941, the Einsatqruppen had been busy murdenng Jews and Poies for just 

over a year and a half. Now the murder of Soviet political commissan, in other words, a 

category of Russian prisoners of war, had been "legalised". mie there are no conclusive 

figures for the number of people murdered directly as a result of the "Commissar Order", 

there are more complete estimates as to 'The Fate of Soviet Prisoners of War" in German 

c a p t i ~ i t ~ . ~ "  Alexander Dallin $ves fi,owes, as of 1 May 1944, showing that out of a 

(minimum) total of 5,160,000 Soviet prisonen of w ar, approximatel y 3,222,000 either 

,d - had ken exterminateci, had died or disappeared in transit or had not been accounted 



for.'" By wu's end, Dallin lists the total nurnber of captured Soviet prisoners of war to 

be approximately 5,754,000 (just over 58 percent of whom were captmd in 1941).'16 
1.. 
h 

Christian Streit provides more exact figures-3,350,639 Russian prisoners of war had 

fallen into German han& as of 20 E~cember 1941."' By 1 February 1942, the number of 

Soviet prisonen of war nmaining in German captivity was 1,020,53 1. ' l 8  Gjven that the 

German campaign against the Soviet Union only began on 22 June 1941. these figures 

are even more staggenng. 

For some senior German officen. perhaps it was easy enough to detach themselves 

from the crimes being commitîed around them. They had a war to win; perhaps they felt 

it was none of their business. Or perhaps an officer could soothe his uoubled conscience 

by entenaining the explmation that harsh measures were needed to check the harassrnent 

by partisans. There are examples, however, of officers who saw what was happening d l  

too clearly. They felt that these illegai "happenings" were a stain to the honour of the 

German oficer corps and that of Germany as a nation, and therefore had to be stopped. 

d.) Rudolf-Christoph Freiherr von Gersdorff 

General Blaskowitz was among the few senior officen in the German amiy to make a 

courageous protest against Einsatzgmppen killings. Another was Colonel Rudolf- 

Chnstoph Freihem von ~endorff. ' '~ Gendorff was bom on 27 March 1905 in Lüben, 

~ilesia'" His father, Major-General Ernst Freiherr von Gendorff, was in Gersdorff's 

words, "an excelient soldier.""' Gersdorff s mother, boni Gr@n zu Dohna-Schlodien, 

came from one of the oldest Geman noble fami~ies. '~ His upbringinj was spartan- 

Gendorff stated that his parents impressed two pnnciples upon km: "modesty" and 



"c~rn~osure". '~ There was a long-standing military tradition in the Gersdorff family- 

, I O  
Karl Friedrich Wilhelm von Gersdorff (1746-1829) was a Lieutenant-General, Chief of 

L 
the General Staff and a friend of ~ a ~ o l e o n . ' * ~  Another ancestor, Lieutenant-General 

Hermann Konstantin von Gersdorff (1809-1870), was commanding general of the 

Eleventh Anny Corps and fell at Sedan-in his honour, the Fusilier Regiment (No. 80) 

stationed in Wiesbaden and Bad Hornburg was given the name "von ~ e a d o r f f " . ' ~  

Gersdorff decided at an early age that he would becorne a s01dier.l~~ A belief in the 

sense of privilege, tradition and responsibility belonging to his class existed in his family. 

This sense of tradition was passed on to him by his forebean: "Mein Grobarer Gersdofl 

hane einmal meinem Vater gesagt, es sei nicht etwa die Pflichr, sondem das Vorrecht des 

Adels, fir sein Vatedand ,-u kampfen und zu sterben.""' Similar to other nobles active in 

the Gerrnan opposition to Hitler, Gersdorff believed in both the privilege and 

responsibility of the class in German society to which he beionged. He also adhered to a 

sense of old rnilitary tradition; that is, not only was a soldier supposed to be ready to 

sacrifice his life at any time, but also that there existed d e s  and pnnciples in warfare. In 

Gersdorff's opinion, a soldier was not a barbarian; rather, he fought with honour and 

decenc y. 

Gersdorff wrote that the murder of Generais von Schleicher and von Bredow in the 

course of the Nazi purge of 30 June 1934 was "a clear signal for those in the Army of the 

coming danger" posed by Hitler's regime.'28 On the day following the events of 

Kristahachr in November 1938, Gersdorff stated to his fellow soldiers that the 

"apparently NSDAP-organised anti-Semitic action" broughht "sharne to the German 

people."l'g He added that he was "ashamed, that such a thing would be possible in the 



~ather land" '~~  Gersdorff met Hitler on 15 March 1939 at a dinner at the Reich 

/ l -  

Chanceilery for young officers of the War ~ c a d e m ~ . ' ~ '  According to Gersdorff, Hitler 
L 

was "helpless" in conversation and afler hastily slurping his vegetable soup, quickly left 

the company of the younp officer~. '~~ Gersdorff was left the impression of Hitler as "a 

npugnant boor": 'Ber ganze Eindncck den ich von Hitler empfangen hane, war der 

eines widerlichen, oufgeschwemmten ~roleten." '~~ On the one hand, this impression of 

Hitler reflects the disdain that members of the German nobility held for less-refined 

people of lower classes. On the other hand, this comment also illustrates that Gersdorff 

could not be counted among the masses of Germans intoxicated by the personality of the 

''F&ei'. '34 

In the Second World War, Gendorff served as Intelligence Officer for Army Group 

Centre fiom April 1941 CO Febmary 1944, holding the rank of colonel.135 He became 

Chief of Staff to LXXW Corps in February 1944 and was posted to Seventh A m y  at the 

end of July of that year.136 Known for "his clarity of mind, sureness of judgement, 

chivalrous attitude, great courage and solid, upright character,"'" Gendorff displayed 

such qualities in his protest against the mass shootings of Jews in the Germa.-occupied 

Eastern Europe. 

The incident that stirred Gendorff to protest occurred at Borissov, in the early 

morning houn of 20 October 1941.13' Memben of Einsatzgnrppe B (including a Latvian 

SS unit) began shooting Jews near this smaU tom, where the headquarters of Army 

Group Centre was s i t~a ted . '~~  The commander of this Einsar~gnrppe was SS-Major- 

General Arthur ~ e b e , ' ~  Director of the Reich Criminal Police Office and on the side of 

the opposition to Hitler since 1938."' hother  SS officer, however, ordered these 



shootings at Bonssov, in Nebe's absence. According to Gersd~rff~ Nebe "usually coped 

with his murderous assignments by reporting that the victims had been executed when, in 

fact, they had not."'" Approximately 6,500 Jews were rnurdered on this day143-they 

were forced by SS men to dig pits, to stnp off their clothing. They were then machine- 

gunned into the pits by these SS t.oops.'u 

A friend, Captain von der Heydebrand und Lasa, informed Gendorff of this 

massacre.'45 Upon retuming to the front, Heydebrand paid Gersdorff a visit. On the way 

to the front, his plane temporarily landed at ~orissov.'" With a "chaik-white face" and "a 

shaky voice" Heydebrand explained to Gersdorff, that while on the he had heard 

pistol and machine-gun fire.'" When his plane took off again, he witnessed the pesome  

murders through the window of the airplane: "Beim WeiterfIiegen habe er hrz nach dem 

Stan aus geringer Hohe eine grauenhafe Hinrichtungsorgie beobacliret. SS-Leute hanen 

don offenbar Tausende von Menschen bestialisch ennordet.."'" 

Gersdorff immediately ("infieberhafter Ede") informed Lieutenant-colonel Henning 

von Tresckow, the senior operations officer for Amy Group Centre, and Field-Marshal 

Fedor von Bock, the Commander-in-Chief of Amy Group centre.'*' Nebe was also 

immediately informed by headquarters and 'Killy surprised" by the information, flew 

directly to ~ o r i s s o v . ~ ~ ~  Nebe, however, arrived too late: the killing had already been 

done."' Field-Marshal Bock immediately demanded Kube, the civil commissioner in 

Minsk, that the SS oficer responsible for this crime by delivered to hm for court- 

This however, did not happen: 'Pie Ausliefem g des schuldigen SS- Mannes 

wurde nuidheraus abgelehnt."1s3 Kube was not interested in this protest-and the 

Reichssicherheitshauptamt (RSHA) supported him in this position. Furious, Gersdorff 



stated that such support lefi the Army Group powerless to bring those responsible for 

- 
I these anocities to justice.'" Gendorff did not just lodge a protest over the 'Borissov 

1 1- 

situation', but on 9 December 1941, he wrote his protest directly into the war diary for 

A m y  Group Centre in the following words: 

Bei allen liingeren Gesprachen mit Ofizieren wurde ich nach den 
Judenerschiebngen gefragt. Ich habe den Eindmck gewonnen. 
&J die Erschiebngen der Juden. der Gefungenen und auch der 
Kommissare fmt allg emein im O r n e  rko rps abgelehnt werden; die 
ErschieJungen der Kommissare vor allem auch dewegen, weil 
dadurch der Feindw idersrand besonde rs gestorkr wird. Diè 
Erschît$ungen werden OLF eine Verlemng der Ehre der 
deutschen Annee, insonderheit des deuischeii O m r k o t p s  
betrachtet. '" 

In his protest against these shootings, it is significant not only that he was courageous 

enough to wnte it in the war diary, but dso that he mentioned the Jews fmt in listing the 

victims of Nazi killings. 

A lone colonel could not hope to stop such atrocities on his own, however by placing 

an outspoken condemation of atmcities in clear view of the many other oficers who 

would read his protest, it was possible to inspire othen to foilow his example. Moreover, 

by stating in plain Language the disgrace that these actions caused the German officer 

corps, perhaps those officers reading the diary would be forced to think of their own 

experience of seeing such murders. Gendorff saw the murder of Jews and others as a 

stain on the honour of the German Amy and especially on that of the officer corps. the 

men who were supposed to bc the leaders in this army. Frorn a purely military point of 

view, the barbaric German rneasures against enemy prisoners and the occupied 

population were extremely counterproductive. German atrocities ensured that enemy 

soldiers would resist even more fiercely rather than surrender. Among the occupied 



population, the m u e n t  Gennan atrocities and ody served to increase the ranks of the 

partisans. Gersdorff chose to protest against these crimes, and went even further: he 

chose to play an active role in the consphcy to kill ~ i t 1 e r . l ~ ~  

Unfortunately, there were many more instances where Geman officers failed to act or 

simply tumed a blind eye to the crimes being cornmitted in their rnidst. In a position of 

authority, one is faced with a choice: to act or to deny responsibility. Perhaps officers 

could soothe their conscience by thinking that these measures were really intended to 

neutraiise "partisans". One could also refer to mass shootings as "political mattee", as 

Colonel-General Ernst Busch did. Busch, commander of the Sixteenth in A m y  

Group NO*, attempted to remove himself from any moral responsibility to stop 

atrocities occumng in the area under his authority. In Kovno, during the fa11 of ~ 9 4 1 , ' ~ ~  

Busch heard the rattle of machine gun fire from a "shootinp detachment" through his 

hotel window.lS9 At dinner, when informed by a subordinate that "another massacre" was 

beginning, Busch excused himself from any responsibility to get involved in the matter. 

Busch repiied to his subordinate: "Ja, & konn ich nichts dngegen nin; das sindpolitische 

Auseinonderseîzungen, die uns nicht interessieren. das he@, sie interessieren uns 

schon. aber wir diirfen nichts untemehmen. diese Dinge gehen uns nicht an [emphasis 

mine]."160 In Busch's opinion, the killings were a "political" matter, his pnmary concem 

was the war. Such an attitude is diffîcult to understand: to nim a blind eye to S U C ~  

dispceful activities, which besmirched not just the honour of the Geman h y  and that 

of the officer corps, but the honour of Germany as a nation. It is possible that hi&- 

ranking officers feared severe punishment for taking a stand against the regime and 



disobeying orders. However when put to the test, the majonty of the senior officers in the 

I Geman A m y  did nothing. 
' - 

In the context of the "Commissar Order", Gersdorff and Tresckow visited Field- 

Manhal Bock and Tresckow urged him to go to Hider and to make a united protest (with 

Field-Marshals von Rundstedt and von Leeb) against this criminal order?' Bock replied: 

"Da schrnegt er wtler] mich raur."'6' Tresckow's answer to Bock sums up one of the 

main points of this section: "Dmn hast Du vresckow and Bock were related, hence the 

familiar form of address] wenigstens eine guten Abgong vor der Geschichre gehabt."163 

Similarly. ~r&chitsch stated, probably in reference to his supplernentary order to the 

"Cornmissar Order" that he could do no more to have it rescinded.lU At least if one 

honestly tried to act, and had no success, the fact remains that one had done one's best. 

Unfortunately, this could not be said for many oEcers, in panicular Bock and 

Brauchitsch. 

Generais are trained as soldien, and as soldien they are supposed to be willing to 

sacrifice their lives for the integrity and honour of their country. However it is highly 

unlikely that an officer of general rank would be shot for the "offence" of protesting a 

criminal order or policy. As Peter Hoffmann States, "no cases are known in which 

commanders who protested against such crimes suffered an ything worse than removal 

from their ~ommand." '~~ Moreover, as Christopher Browning notes, "in the past forty- 

five years no defence attorney has been able to document a single case in which refusal to 

obey an order to kill unarmed civilians resulted in the ailegedly inevitable dire 

p~nishrnent."'~~ For his courageous protest, Johannes Blaskowitz had been relieved of his 

~ ~ m m a n d  (Oberost) and demoted Before the war, Ludwip Beck, who had been Chief of 



the General Staff h m  1935 util 19 August 1938, resigned in protest against Hitler's 

plan to invade ~zechoslovakia.'~' However, in wartime, resignation was not an option, as 1 - 
Hitler did not permit resignations. Sadly, too few senior officers, aware of atrocities 

committed in their midst, were able to summon up the courage to take a stand against 

these crimes. 

Another example of a man who saw these crimes and made a conscious decision to 

resist the regme was Axe1 Freihem von dem Bussche. In the summer of 1942 Captain 

von dem Bussche, adjutant of 23 Reserve Battalion, was sent with elements of the 

Replacement A m y  to Russia to form part of the occupation force there.16' On 5 October 

1942, Bussche happened to witness the mass shooting of approximately five thousand 

Jews. on an airfield at Dubno, ~ k r a i n e . ' ~ ~  Similar to other mass killings mentioned earlier 

in this thesis, SS men (this time Ukrainians) forced the men. women and children to strip 

uid then to lie face down on top of other victims, sorne of them still living, in a pit.'70 

The victims were then killed by a shot in the nape of the neck; the whole murderous 

process king calmly and efficiently carried out by SS men."' Peter Hoffinann writes that 

Bussche had heard of such atrocities before and that he understood that this "was no 

isolated incident.""' The fact that these SS men were acting in an orderly fashion clearly 

signified to Bussche that these men were "acting under ordersl'-moreover "fiom the 

highest quarter."ln 

On that &y, on that field, Bussche faced a choice-and a difficult one at that. 

Hoffmann states that Bussche's fint impulse was to invoke the emergency parapph in 

the German code of common law, that "laid down the right of self-defence in emergency 

'to defend oneself or another from unlawful attack'."'" The men, women and children 



were unlikely to be partisans and thus Bussche felt that it was highly unlikely that their 

I execution was in any way lawfui.'" Bussche also thought, much later, about another 
' - 

course of action. The answer that Christianity provided-that Bussche should have 

stripped himself and joined the victims in the pit-was an action to show al1 present that 

they were all. " h t  and foremost human beings."176 Hoffmann beiieves that Bussche 

would definitely not have been shot by the SS men, and that perhaps h i s  unorthodox 

action might have jolted other officers and senior cornmanden into a concerted effort to 

stop these outrages.ln Both courses of action, as Hoffmann States, would have either 

been ignored or would have earned Bussche ridicule and a trip "to a iunatic asylum or a 

concentration camp.""8 The fact remains that an isolated act of defiance committed by 

Bussche or any other officer or soldier. successful or not on that occasion. would have 

had little effect on similar mass killings occuning elsewhere in German-held t e m t ~ r ~ . " ~  

In order to stop this mass murder, Bussche felt that the only effective means was 

"[r]emoval of the supreme mass murderer": ~itler."' For this reason, Bussche decided to 

take an active role in the resistance to Hitler and if necessary to sacrifice his own life in 

an attack to assassinate ~itler."' 

The significance of the reactions to Nazi atrocities within the German Army lies in the 

fact that unlike the average Geman citizen, senior officers were in a better position to 

stop mass killings in German-occupied Eastern Europe. These crimes occurred in their 

midst. within areas over which they were in command -4s a source of resistance to the 

regime, the generals were potentially a very powerfui group, as they had access to 

weapons and were in command of uoops. While individual oficers, like Blaskowitz and 

Gersdorff made forma1 and courageous protests against Nazi mass killings, to put a stop 



to the awcities it wodd have required more united action by senior officers and 

cornmanden. Unfortunately there were not enough men with the character and principles 

of Blaskowitz, Gersdorff and Bussche in the German Army. 

iii.) Reactions within the Gerrnan Resistance to Hitler 

This section deals with the reactions of leading figures in the German opposition to 

Hitler to Nazi atrocities, which were recorded in diaries, letters and mernoranda. Three of 

these figures will be examined: ULrich von Hassell, Helmuth James von Moltke and Car1 

Fnednch Goerdeler. The crimes committed by Nazi Gemany deeply affected these men. 

to the extent that they undentood the ma,p.itude of them. The crimes formed part of their 

motivation to resist actively Hitler's criminal regirne. 

a) Ulrich von Hassell 

Ulrich von Hassell (1881-1944) was a career diplomat.18' He served in the Great War and 

was severely wounded on 8 September 1914, during the Battle of the Marne (in fact, he 

had been shot in the hem and the bullet was never ~ r n o v e d ) . ' ~ ~  In 1919, Hassel1 retumed 

to the Foreign Service and served Gemany as a diplomat in Western and South-Eastern 

~ u r o ~ e . ' ~  Hassell worked as a counsellor (Botschnftsrat) in the German embassy in 

Rome frorn 1919 to 1921; as Consul General in Barcelona from 1921 to 1926; as minister 

(Gesandrer) in Copenhagen from 1926 to 1930; as minister in Belgrade from 1930 to 

1932 and as ambassador in Rome from 1932 to 1 3 3 8 . ' ~ ~  Hassell was recalled from bis 

post as Geman ambassador in Rome on 17 February 1938 and was officially retired on 

10 Febmary 1 9 4 3 . ' ~ ~  ~ u r i n ~  the yean h m  1940 to 1914, Hassell served on the Board of 



Directors of the Mineleuropiiischer Wirtschafrstug (1940-1943) and he worked in the 

- 
Institut flr Wirtschafrsforschung in Berlin (1943- 1944).'*~ At this time, Hassell was also 1 ,  - 
one of the leading figures in the German opposition to ~ i t l e r . ' ~ ~  Hassell was arrested by 

the Gestapo on 29 July 1944. in the aftermath of the failed 20 July 1944 assassination 

attempt on He was sentenced to death by the People's Court on 8 Septernber 

1944. and was subsequently executed in the Berlin-Plotzensee prison.1go 

Hassell's diary spans the yean 1938 to 1944. and therefore contains reactions to Nazi 

acts of violence and killings cornmitted immediately prior to and during the Second 

World War. What is striking in Hassell's case is the number of references to the plight 

and penecution of Jews; in his diary there are 43 such references.lg' Similar to many 

other Gemans, Hassell felt deeply ashamed of the violent events of Kristallnacht. It must 

be noted that this shame did not stem from a hatred of disorder and destruction. Hasseli 

expressed his sympathy for the unjust abuse and suHering of fellow human beings at the 

hands of the criminal Nazi regime. in the aftermatb of the pogrom. on 25 November 

1938, Ulrich von Hassell wrote in his diary: 

Under cnishing emotions evoked by the vile penecution of the 
Jews after the murder of vom Rath. Not since the World War have 
we lost so much credit in the world. But my chief concern is not 
wirh the effects abroad, not with what kind of foreign political 
reaction we may expecr-at least not for the moment. I am mon 
deeply troubled about the effect on our national lue. which is 
dominated met more inexorably by a system capable of such 
things [itaiics mine] .lg2 

Hassell was homfied at the "devilish barbarity" with which his fellow Gemans treated 

Jews during this pogrom.193 This scnse of shame and horror was also present when 

Hassell recorded b s  reactions to the news of the mass murder of Jews in Poland in 

October 1939. Germany was being led by "criminal adventtuen" and the conduct of the 



war in Poland was "a disgrace that ha[d] sullied the German name."'" After hearing 

l more news of atrocities, Hassell wrote that when soldiers used "their revolvers to shoot 
1 - 

down a group of Jews into a synagogue one is filled with  ham me."^" What was even more 

insulting to Hassell was the fact that the Light sentences that the perpetrators were given 

for their crimes were set aside.'% 

However, as the war continued in the East, so did the atrocities. When writing about 

the terrible conditions in Poland on 8 October 1940, Hassell added that "es ist ein 

schwacher Trost, dnp immer haufiger junge Ofiziere, Beamte oder SS-Leute versuchen. 

der Tütigkeit im besetzten Gebiet zu entkommen, 'weil sie sich schamen. Deutsche zu 

sein y 1 9 7  Hassell referred to the war in the East as a "retum to savagery", and wrote of 

the repon of a young officer, who received the command to execute 350 civilians driven 

into a b a d g 8 ~ t  fiat, the officer hesitated and was reminded. "wus auf 

Geharsatnvenveigerung stehe," and then took ten minutes to think about it.Ig9 He obeyed 

the order and killed the people, and as a result, when he was later lightly wounded, he 

refused to retum to the front? 

Hassel1 realised that the Jews "were king systematically exterminated" and had no 

doubt, that "if this system was victorious, both Germany and Europe w[ould] expenence 

terrible times.""' Yet the terrible tirnes seemed to aIready be upon Gemany and 

particularly those countries she conquered: "Angewidenheit aller anstündigen Menschen 

über die schmnlosen [AZaJnahmen], im Osten gegen Juden und ~efan~ene."'~~ 

The shame that Hassell felt strengthened his resolve to resist and be rid of Hitler's 

criminal regime. Murder, mistreatment and brutal reprisais seemed to be everyday 

occurrences. With this regime in power, things could o d y  get wone and were getting 



worse: "Wie sehr die geisrige und sinliche Venuahrlosung ~ n i m m t ,  bernerkt m m  

t ~ ~ l i ~ l r " ~ ~ ~  Hasseii worked actively in the resistance to Hitler in order to stop the murder 
ib. - 

and the moral degeneration that Hitler and the Nazis had begun in Germany. Hassell's 

efforts to achieve this goal and to put an end to Hitler's criminal regime cost him his iife. 

b) Helmuth James Count von Moltke 

Helmuth James von Moltke (1907-1945) was the great grandnephew of Field-Marshal 

Heimuth von Moltke (the ~lder)? Trained as a lawyer in Germany, he aiso read for and 

passed the English bar exams-a testament to his sharp mind and capacity for hard 

~ o r k ' ~ '  Dunng the war, he served in the Foreign Division of the Abwehr as legd adviser 

to the OKW (Armed Forces High ~ornmand)."~ He was a devout Christian (Protestant) 

and was one of the founding elements of a goup of German resisten, the 'Kreisau 

Circle*, which derived its name from his Silesian estate.''' He was a leading figure in the 

German resistance and was anested on 19 January 194d08 He was aied in the aftermath 

of the failed 20 July 1944 coup attempt, convicted and executed on 23 January 1945.209 

The letters written by Moltke to his wife Freya provide the reader with some of his 

reactions to Nazi crimes. The news of Geman atrocities perpetrated upon Jews and 

Soviet prisonen or war seemed to have profoundly disturbed Moltke. On 26 August 

1941, Moltke wrote: 

The news from the East is temble again. Our losses are obviously 
very, very heavy. But that could be borne if we were not burdened 
with hecatombs of corpses. Again and again one hears reports that 
in transports of prisonen or Jews only 20% arrive. that there is 
starvation in the pnsoner-of-war camps [...] that our own people 
are breaking down from exhaustion. What will happen when the 
nation as a whoIe realises that this war is lost, and lost differently 
from the last one? With a blood@lt that cannot be atoned for in 



our lifetime and can never by forgotten, with an emnomy that is 
completely ruined? Will men anse capable of distilling contrition 
and penance from this punishment, and so, graduaily, new strength 
to live? Or will everything go under in u ha os?''^ 

This letter shows Moltke's sadness at the terrible loss of life in the war and the sinister 

and shameful treatment of Jews. At this tirne, the extent of Nazi crimes was not clear to 

Moltke. 

Similar to many other people, both inside and outside of Germany, Moltke initially 

met stories of Nazi mass killing with disbelief. In his 10 October 1942 letter to Freya, 

Moltke describes a luncheon with a man who gave him "an authentic report on the 'SS 

blast-fumace"' in ~oland."' Moltke declared that he had not to that point believed such 

stories. but the man with whom he spoke assured him that it was tme: "6,000 people a 

day [were] 'processed' in this f~rnace.""~ 

Moltke attempted to inform the British Govemment of German atrocities against 

Jews. In a letter to Lionel Curtis, a friend and Fellow of Al1 Souls College at Oxford. 

Moltke tried to communicate news of Nazi mass murder.'13 However, this letter, dated 25 

March 1943, never reached Curtis, as the Swede to whom it was enmisted felt that it w;ts 

too dangerous to forward."' In the letter, Moltke stated his Mief 

that at least 9tenths of the population do not know that we have 
killed hundreds of thousands of jews [sic]. They go on believing 
that they just have been segregated and lead an existence pretty 
much iike the one they le& only farther to the east, where they 
came from. Perhaps with a little more squalor but without air raids. 
If you told these people what has really happened they would 
answer: you are just a victim of British propaganda; remember 
what ndiculous things they said about our behaviour in Belgium in 
19141 18."' 



Moltke added that he did not know the exact number of camps. or of their in mate^.^'^ He 
- 

l 

' i_ beiieved that there werc sixteen concentration camps "with their own cremation 

apparatus" and that he had been informed that a large camp was k i n g  built in Upper 

Silesia that would possibly be killing three to four thousand people per month.'" This 

lener indicates the dificulty Germans had in appreciating the m e  monstrous magnitude 

of the murder of the Jews, when information on these crimes filtered into Geman 

society. 

In this letter to Curtis, Moltke also mentioned one of the key difficulties facing the 

German Resistance: communication. Moltke wrote to CuRis: 

Lack of communication. That is the worst. Can you imagine what it 
is like if you 

a. cannot use the telephone 
b. cannot use the post 
c. cannot send a messenger, because you probably have no one to 
send and, if you have, you cannot give him a written message as the 
police sometimes search people in trains etc. for documents. 
d. cannot even speak with those with whom you are completely 
d'accord, because the secret police have methods of questioning 
where they fmt break the will but leave the intelligence awake, 
thereby inducing the victim to speak out al1 he knows: therefore you 
must limit information to those who absolutely need it. 
e. cgmnot even rely on a rumour or a whispering campaign to spread 
information as there is so effective a ban on cornrilunications of ail 
kinds that a whispenng campaign staned in Munich may never 
reach Augsburg. There is only one way of communicating news and 
that is the London wireless, as that is listened to by many people 
who belon to the opposition proper and by many disaffected Party 
Members. 8 8  

This excerpt of Moltke's 1943 letter to Curtis sums up the difficulties, which the 

Resistance within Gemany faced and the need for outside assistance to help circumvenr 

Nazi controls over the German society. Yet in spite of these difficulties, Moltke stiil tried 

to work against the regime. 



Moltke tried to halt legislation aimed directed against Jews. On 8 November 1941, 

Moltke explained to Freya how he had attacked a Nazi decree, "against 24 men," that 

called for the expatriation of Jews that lived abroad, including Jews who were 

deported."g This particular decree was the Eleventh Decree under the Reich Citizenship 

Law of September 1935, which made Jews abroad stateless and aUowed for the 

confiscation and expropriation of their property in the ~ e i c h . ~ '  Aithough Moltke was not 

able to stop the law (it came into force on 25 November 1941),'i' he wrote optirnistically 

to Freya on 13 November that he "uw acnially able to throw a spanner into the works, 

obstructing a bit, at least, of the peaecution of the ~ews."" 

Aithough Moltke found it initially difficult to believe the reports of Nazi atrocities that 

he had heard he grew increasingly disturbed not just at the bloodlening at the front, but 

also by the reports of Nazi mass murder. He made an effon to halt anti-kwish legislation. 

unfortunareiy without success. The point is that he made this effort. He also endeavoured 

to inform the British government, through a letter to his friend Lionel Curtis, of the 

crimes being committed in his and every German's narne. Like Hassell, he was a leading 

figure in the opposition to Hitler ana was executed for his convictions and his plans for a 

new Germany. 

cl Carl Fnedench Goerdeler 

Carl Friedrich Goerdeler (1884-1945), the leading civiiian fi,we in the Geman 

resistance ta Hitler, was very active in German politics, serving as Reich Pnces 

Commissioner from 193 1 to 1931 and again from 1934 to 1935." At the municipal 

political level, Goerdeler served as Oberbürgermeister of Leipzig between May 1930 and 
(- 



his resignation in November 1936?' M e r  his retirement, Goerdeler traveiied 

extensively between 1937 and 1939, meeting foreign statesmen and giving lectures 

abroad, waming of the "dangers of National ~ocialism."" Goerdeler played a leading 

role in the civilian opposition to Hitler. However. just before the 20 July 1944 

assassination attempt, an order for his anest was issued. Goerdeler went underground 

and managed to elude arrest for just over three weeks." The Nazi regime offered the 

enormous reward of one million RM for information leading to his arrest, and on 12 

August 1944. a woman named Helene Schwiirzel recognised and denounced him."' The 

Gestapo was informed and he was arrested shody t h e ~ a f t e r . ~ ~  Goerdeler was sentenced 

to death by the People's Court on 8 September 1944 and was executed on 1 February 

1945 in Plotzensee prison."o 

Goerdeler saw the Nazi regime as the embodiment of "lawlessness and moral 

disintegration" and worked to replace it with a government "based upon the nxle of 

 la^."^' There is a great deal of evidence that shows that Goerdeler was not only 

concemed about the plight of Jews in the face of mounting penecution from the Nazi 

regime, but aiso that he actively worked to protect Jews and induce others to do so as 

well. 

Examples of Goerdeler's adherence to his principles and human decency in the face of 

Nazi idelogy can first be seen shonly after Hitler's ascension to power on 30 January 

1933. One can cite the fact that in the spring of 1933, shortly after Hitler's ascension to 

power, Goerdeler peaonally protected Jewish shop-owners in Leipzig from the looting of 

"plundering" Sturmabteilung (SA) men."' A man by the name of Hermann Scharfir, 

(. living at this time in Leipzig, told of how he was arrested by SA men and imprisoned in 
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At their next meeting, held on 11 September 1938 in Zurich, Switzerland, Goerdeler 

commented to Young on the "deterioration of conditions in Germany": 

Germany is now dominated by some 100,000 of its woat elements, 
men of low character, lacking in any moral sense, and reco,gising no 
law but their own. The guiding policy is brute force on the principle 
that Might is ~ight?' 

Goerdeler expected that if Germany invaded Czechoslovakia, France would honour her 

alliance obligations to this nation and attack ~ e r m a n ~ . ~ ~  Moreover, he believed that 

PoIand would also corne to the aid of Czechoslovakia and suive to conquer East Prussia. 

Goerdeler added "Poland would effect retribution by treating the Geman people in her 

conquered temtory in a manner similar to the treatrnent that has been meted out by the 

Governent of this people to the ~ e w s . " ~ ~  At another meeting Iess than two months later, 

on 6-7 November 1938, Goerdeler made an even more ominous and unfortunately correct 

prediction to Young. That is, he foresaw a "geat increase in the persecution of Jews and 

Christians" three days before the massive Nazi pogrom of 9 November 1938 against Jews 

al1 over ~ e r m a n ~ . ~ ~  Goerdeler stated that he believed "that 95 per of the Gennan people 

in their h e m  and souls" were opposed to the "gangster methods" of the Nazi 

government: the "suppressing of liberty, and the persecution of the ~ e w s . " ~ ~  Moreover, 

Goerdeler was "greatiy perturbe&' at the lack of a strong diplornatic reaction in 

democratic nations against the Nazi persecution of Jews: 

There is not yet in evidence any strong reaction throughout the 
democracies, in the Press, the Church, and in Parliament, against the 
barbaric, sadistic and cruel persecution of 10,000 Polish Jews in 
Germany. These poor matures are driven Like wild animds. with 
machine guns behind them, over the Rhine into Switzerland and over 
the Polish frontier. Ten thousand of these people are in despair. Never, 
since the persecution of the Chnstians by 
Christians [Jews?] been so persecuted 
~ e r m a n ~ . ~  

the Roman Emperon, have 
as is now happening in 



Goerdeler gave the funher waming that if the democratic nations did not go on the 

"moral offensive" against these atrocities, or at least protest in some way against them, 

Hitler would perceive this inaction as a sign of weakness and perpetrate even more 

horrible deeds. Goerdeler assened that the Nazi Minister of Propaganda, Joseph 

Goebbels, was trying use propaganda in order to "keep the voice of England, America, 

and France silent during the next phase of blackmail and cruelty," which would inspire 

Hitler to believe that "the democracies would still remain silent," even "if something 

wone happened."3s Moreover, such inaction and silence could be perceived by Nazi 

leaders as meaning that the Allies would have no objection to an increase in the violent 

actions against Jews, and perhaps even to mass killing. In a diary e n 0  of December 

1942, Goebbels wrote that the Western democracies protested against Nazi persecution of 

Jews less than he had e ~ ~ e c t e d . " ~  He even believed that the Amencans and the British 

were "happy" that Gemany was "cleaning out the Jewish rabble" ["dap wir mir dem 

Judengesindel aufrd~men"].'~~ Detexmined protest From Allied governments mi& not 

have stopped or prevented Nazi mass killing. The fact is we will never know. 

On 4 December 1938, at the fourth meeting between Goerdeler and Young, Goerdeler 

reemphasised that 'bGemany [was] controlled by 100,000 of its wont elements, men 

who recognise[d] no moral or human ~aw."?~' He gave yet another clear waming to 

Young that the persecution of Jews would only continue %th even p a t e r  ferocity" and 

that Hitler should not be viewed by the democracies as a "bulwark against Bolshevism": 

Hitler's pal was "the ultimate destruction of Jews, Christianity, ~a~italisrn."~~' 

Goerdeler stated that within Gemany, there was "deep disapproval of the persecution of 



the Jews" and that Gemans resented the shamehil way that Nazi leaders capitalised 

financiaily on this penecution, by seizing and stealing Jewish property.'63 

At the beginning of 1941, that is, before the Nazi "Final Solution" was hilly 

undenvay, Goerdeler wrote a memorandum entitled 'The ~ i r n " . ' ~  In this memorandum, 

Goerdeler addressed the position of Jews in the world and the penecu~on under which 

they suffered. Goerdeler saw the necessity of a restnicturing of this position, in order to 

avoid unjust and inhuman treatment of the ~ e w s . ' ~ ~  Goerdeler also stated that Jews 

"belonged to another race" and proposed the founding of a Jewish state-the location of 

which would not be Palestine; rather, in pari of Canada or South ~ m e n c a . ' ~ ~  Goerdeler 

wrote that the Jew would be "a citizen of his Jewish state" and, in Germany, would have 

the same rights "as every other foreign nati~nal."'~' Moreover, Jews would be considered 

as foreign nationais if they had not lived "within the borden of the Geman Empire 

before 1 July 187 1" or if their "anceston had not lived within the borden of the German 

Empire before 1 July 187 1."'68 However, Jews who had fought for Germany, and their 

direct descendants, would be considered Geman citi~ens. '~~ 

Hoffmann writes t k t  "after yean of injusticer and cruelties committed by Geman 

authorities against German and non-German Jews," Goerdeler's suggestion "to deprive 

naturaiised German Jews of their citizenship, appears shockingiy insen~itive."~~ 

Hoffmann contends, however, that "Goerdeler's motive was to secure the Jews' statu 

permanentiy against persecution.""' Goerdelerls suggestion was "a desperate attempt to 

appease the murderers and to wrest the murder weapons from their hands."" 

Goerdeler suggested the creation of a Jewish state-not to rid Germany and Europe of 

Jews; rather, to guarantee Jews not only civil rights and freedoms. which they did not 



have in Nazi Germany, but also a freedom from persecution. Moreover, in this 

memorandum, Goerdeler acknowledged the terrible injustice of the destruction and 

expropriation of Jewish property: 

In den vergangenen Jaliren ist aveifellos ein Unrechr durch Enteignung, 
Zerstorung usw. jiidisclzen Besirzes und Lebens in Deutschland 
groJge,-ogen. dos wir vor unserem Gelvissen und der Geschichte nicht 
verannvonen k~nnen."~ 

The evidence cited here in this thesis so far supports the position, that Goerdeler sought 

to improve the situation faced by Jews. Whether in his position as Oberbürgemeister of 

Leipzig, or through his meetings with A.P. Young, Goerdeler used his influence to 

protect Jews, to resist and obstruct Nazi anti-Semitic policies and to wam the British 

govemment of both the increasing persecution of the Jews and the growing danger to 

world peace that the Nazi regjme stood for. Goerdeler did not merely recopnise the 

injustices and the crimes perpeuated against Jewish life in Germany, but also sought to 

improve the situation of the Jews-he sought "den Weg a r  ~ e i ~ u n f ? ~  

There is still more evidence that shows that Goerdeler was aware and appded at the 

penecution of European Jews. Once this penecution had intensified to the mus-murder 

of Jews in German-occupied temtory, Goerdeler expressed his dispst at these shameful 

deeds in various documents, and panicularly in writing to Geman generais. In a 

document from 1942, published by H. Krausnick in 1965, in the Vierteliahrshefte für 

Zeitgeschichte, Goerdeler expressed his disgust and shame at the way a group of Jews 

were treated in Leipzig, in the early 1942. In this short document published under the title 

of 'Goerdeler und die Deportafion der Leipziger Juden," Goerdeler described the 

deportation of Jews from Leipzig on 19 and 27 January 1942." The Jews had to hand 

over their wool clothing and were transported in open lomes (in temperatures between 



-15 and -70°C) about eighteen kilometres, from Leipzig to Delitzsch (north of Leipzig, 

very near to the border between Saxony and ~ a x o n ~ - ~ n h a l t ) . ' ~ ~  From Delitzsch. these 

people were uansponed in cattle-wagons "to the ~ast."" Goerdeler wondered how many 

had frozen to death dong the way, or later, died from pneumonia or starvation. Goerdeler 

also described the horror of parents watching their children freezing and starving to death 

before their very eyes: he wondered how "ein deutscher Mann, der überhaupt noch 

Gefühl im H e ~ e n  har, annehmen knnn, dap solche Llngeheuerlichkeiten sich nichr an 

unserem Volke rüchen rnü~sen.""~ Goerdeler compared the penecution of Jews in 

Germany to that of the Chnstians under Diocletian: "Vielleicht iFr die Christenverfolgung 

unrer Diocletian ahnlich gewesen," and predicted that these deeds ensured that a 

"homble revengee" would be inflicted upon the German people.279 

Goerdeler also tried to bring general officers into the conspiracy against Hitler in order 

to help stren,den its chances of success in overthrowing Hitler. Goerdeler primarily used 

military arguments in stressing the need for action, however he also referred to German 

atrocities. In a letter to General Olbricht, head of the Allgemeines Heeresomt (General 

Army Office) dated 17 May 1943, Goerdeler brought up the recent German rnilitary 

disasters at Stalingrad and in Noah Africa to emphasise the "unfahige govissenlose 

Führung" of Hitler, and stated that "bei rechter Fühmng waren beide Opfertragüdien 

vennieden und damit eine giinstigere militürische und politische Lage hergestellt .""O 

However, Goerdeler also referred to the "larrfend ungeheure Verbrechen an 

Unschuldigen" on the Eastern front?' 

Goerdeler rejected the National-Sociaiist regime and its murderous racial policies, as 

he felt that they had "overthrown God with their racial madne~s."~~' Goerdeler tried to 



spread information about the penecution of Jews in Gemany to foreign governments in 

order to persuade them to rehise to ded with Germany on vital issues until the 

penecution stopped. Goerdeler also tried to influence senior offices, who were in a 

position both to help the resistance and to stop such atrocities. He made numerous 

attempts to warn foreign governments of the threat that Hitler posed to European peace 

and to Jews and Christianity. Thus, it must be repeated that Goerdeler, by conveying his 

views and wamings to Young, took grave risks to his penon and his family, as in doing 

so, he was guilty under diis National-Socialist Geman decree of making such "insidious 

attacks against the governrnent of the National Resurgence." Furthemore, by 

cornmunicating his warnings about Hitler to Young, Goerdeler was committing treason, 

which was also punishable by death. Yet none of Goerdeler's warnings were heeded or 

active1 y dealt with b y the Bn tish govemment. Unlike Goerdeler. the British govemrnent 

w u  free from Nazi oppression and had every opportunity to criticise Hitler's regime and 

the penecution of Jews in Germany. Goerdeler expressed his shame and disgust at Nazi 

crimes and was fully aware that these crimes would carry temble consequences for both a 

post-wu Germany and her future pnerations. 

Penons within the German Resistance to Hitler were derply ashamed of the crimes 

committed by German forces and were motivated to stop these crimes by removing Hitler 

and his regime of gangsters. The courageous efforts of the three individuais discussed 

above. stemmed fiom their conscience, sense of human decency and the Christian faith. 

Hitler's regime sought to destroy these Christian beliefs and human decency. The 

fundamental rejection of the Nazi regime was reflected not jusr in the actions of resisters, 

but also in the statements they gave in Gestapo interrogations and before the People's 



Court. For example, Peter Graf Yorck von Wartenburg, a leading resister, explained his 

view of National-Socialist ideology during his trial before the People's Court in the 

following way: "Mr. President! 1 have already stated that in view of the development that 

had been taken by the National Socialist [sic] ideology, 1 did-" (at this point, Yorck was 

interrupted by the President of the proceedings, Roland ~reisler)."~ Freisler finished 

Yorck's sentence with the words: "-ciid not agee! To state it exactly, you told him: 

'Regarding the Jewish question, the extermination of the Jews did not suit you; the 

National Socialist concept of justice did not suit you. "''&L Yorck's own words before the 

People's Court expressed this point more emphatically than Freisler's mocking 

interjection. For Yorck, the Nazi extermination of the Jews had brought about "an 

intemal break with National Socialism" ("d@ die über Recht und Gesee 

hinausgehenden Ausroîîungsma~nahmen gegen das Judentum bei ihm einen 

innedichen Bruch mit d m  Nationnlsozialismus herbeigefühn hiïnen")?5 Yorck's clear 

rejection of National-Socialist ideology is shown in his di-pified statements to the 

blustery Freisler; he spoke fiom his hem and his conscience. These candid statements, 

which could not have helped his case, explain the basic motivation for his participation in 

the conspiracy to overthrow Hitler. Moreover, the records of the Gestapo investigations 

of the resisten arrested in the wake of the failure of the 20 July 1944 plot bring out the 

rejection of the Nazi persecution of the Jews. From Goerdeler's statement of govemment, 

the Gestapo report dated 16 October 1941 noted this condemnatior. of the inhumanity of 

the Nazi persecution of Jews: "Die Judenverfolgung, die sich in den unmenschlichsten 

und unbonnherrigsten, tîef beschümenden und gat nieht wiedergutzumachenden 

Fonnen vollzogen hm, ist sofon eingestellt."286 It is also important to note that in these 



Gestapo reports, the conspiratoa did not just condemn the atrocities committed against 

Jews; rather, they rejected the National-Socialist anti-Semitic ideology as a whole. That 

is, with respect to the "Jewish question", the conspiratoa desired a new Gemany in 

which Jews would have the same ri&& "as every German": 

Die ganze innere Fremdheit. die die Manner des reaMoniiren 
Verschworerkreises gegenüber den ldeen des Nationalsozialimus 
kennzeichnete, kornmt vor allem in der Steüung air Judenpage 
mm Ausdruck[ ...]. srehen sie stur auf dem Strindpunkî des 
liberaien Denkens, das den Juden grundsWich die gleiche 
Stellung werkennen wül wio jedem ~eutschen ?" 
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CHAPTER FIVE 

Reactions Abroad to the Persecution of Jews 

Before concluding this paper, a few comments must be made on extemal attitudes 

towards Jewish immigration. Jews were being peaecuted and murdered in Nazi-occupied 

Europe, yet those who rnight have been able to escape, had nowhere to go. The Vatican 

encountered this problem in its effort to help Jews escape Nazi persecution. As a tiny 

state with no military power to back up its policies, it was difficult for the Vatican to 

effectively stop Nazi atrocities. The power of the Vatican lay in its potential spirinial 

influence on Christians. 

In his article about the wanime efforts of apostolic delegate Ange10 Roncaili to Save 

the lives of Jews and to alleviate the sufferings of other victims, Peter Hoffmann states 

that "[iln its numerous efforts to relieve sufiering and to Save lives, particularly the Lives 

of Jews, the Vatican preferred diplornatic methods to public statemenü of 

condemnation."' On the other hand Carlo Fdconi, in his work The Silence of Pius W, 

cnticises Pius W for "his disconcerting silence about the Nazi crimes."' Falconi 

attributes this aileged silence to Pius W ' s  appraisal of the "psychological unreadiness of 

Gerrnan Catholics," his fear of the spread of atheistic Communism from the Soviet Union 

and his 'Blind tmst in diplomacy."3~aul Fnedlibder writes in Pius XII and the Third 

Reich that Pius W did not speak out in condemnation of Nazi crimes, as the Pope felt - 
"that he couid not condemn the Geman atrocities without condemning Bolshevik 

atrocities" and "that it was to avoid stiU greater evils that he was not abandoning his 



resnaint.'" Jews who survived or were lucky enough to escape the Holocaust felt that the 

diplornatic approach was the correct one. Dr. Marcus Melchior. the Chief Rabbi of 

Denmark, stated after the war that he believed it was "an error to think that Pius XD 

could have had any influence whatsoever on the brain of a madman. If the Pope had 

çpoken out. Hitler would have probably massiicred more than six million Jews and 

perhaps ten tirnes ten million Catholics, if he had had the power to do so."' 

With respect to this point, a memorandum dated 8 October 1942. the Vatican gave a 

muted criticism of "religious conditions" in the German temtory of the Warthegau in 

Poland by stating that the "Holy See, acting in fulfillment of the obligations of its office 

would find itself compelied to emerge from the attitude of reserve which it has so far 

maintained. and rhis it would do, however re~uctantl~."~ Point Three of a telegrarn from 

German Foreign Minister Joachim von Ribbentrop to the Geman ambassdor at the 

Vatican, Diego von Bergen, threatened that 

should the Vatican. for its part, threaten to undertake or perhaps 
carry out. a political or propaganda campaign against Germany, the 
Govemment of the Reich would naturally be compelled to react 
accordingly. For this purpose, the Reich Government would lack 
neither effective matenal nor the possibility of taking concrete 
mesures against the Catholic Church. The Reich Govemment 
hopes that the need to apply such measures will not anse; rather, 
that the Vatican will be convinced that it is in the interests of both 
sides m e  to avoid any aggravation or sharpening of tension in 
German-Vatican relations.' 

In his Christmas message of 1942, Pope Pius W did condemn the murder of Jews- 

devoted to the 'bHundemausende, die, persihlich schuldlos, bisweilen nur wn ihrer 

Volkizlgehongkeit oder Abstammung willen dent Tode geweiht oder einer 

fonschreitenden Ve relendung preisgegeben ~ind."~ The Pope con tinued, and made his 

point more clear: "Die Kirche würde sich selber untreu, horte auj Mutter oc sein, wollte 



sie taub bleiben gegeniiber dem Notnrf ihrer Kinder, der aus allen Schichten der 

Menschheit on ihr Ohr drnigt."g Not only did the Nazis forbid the printing of this 

message in Germany, but dso closed or punished any printen ("auf andere Weise") 

caught printing it. 

The Vatican, through its representahes and particularly through the efforts of Ange10 

Roncaili. was able to Save Jews. Here are two examples. The Holy See was successful in 

postponing the deponations in Slovakia for just over a year (March 1943 unril September 

1944), when deponations were re-initiated by German authorities.1° This postponement 

allowed for the survivai of a significant number of Slovakian Jews. Moreover, in the 

summer of 1944, Roncaili and the Vatican had helped to Save Hungarian Jews through 

the issuing of faise baptismal ~ertificates.'~ This action subordinated Church principles to 

the greater purpose of humanity: saving lives. Roncaili was credited with saving 

thousands of Jews in ~ u n ~ a r y . "  

Yet in trying to Save Jews from Nazi extemiination, the Vatican had a major problem- 

-"no country was willing to accept Jewish immigrants quickly, unbureaucraticaily and in 

aeat numbea."13 In a letter dated 20 January 1943 from Chaim Barlas, the director of the 
C 

Jewish Agency for Palestine immigration department/ to Fr Arthur Hughes, the chargé 

d'affaires of the apostolic delegation in ~airo," Barlas outiined this problem: 

The actuai position with regard to the possibilities of emigration is 
that the Jews in Germany, Austria, Czechoslovakia and Poland are 
not ailowed to leave the country. On the other hand there is no 
objection to Jews leaving Holland, Belgium and the Balkan 
ccuntries. The position in France in still undefinite [sic].16 

However, once the Jews were extracted from Nazi-occupied Europe, where could they 

go? Barlas hoped that the Holy See would agree "to approach the German government 



with a view to "gant the exit permission for those Jewish immigrants, who have the 

opportunity of immi-gating into the Holy Land (as the Jewish agency for Palestine had at 

their disposal approximately 5,000 immigration certificates)." l7 Moreover, Barlas 

suggested that the Pope might declare on the radio "that rendering help to penecuted 

Jews is considered by the Church as a good deed."ls Barlas hoped that such an address by 

the Pope would "strengthen the feelings of those Catholics, who. [...], render help to 

Jews doomed to starvation in the occupied temtories of ~ u r o ~ e . " ' ~  

Reports of the Nazi mass killing of Jews reached the United States as early as July 

1941-Jewish newspapers in New York wrote that the Nazis h d  killed "hundreds of 

Jews" in Minsk, Brest Litovsk and LVOV." In May 1942, the Jewish Labour Bund in 

Poland sent a repon of "verified massacres to the Polish govenunent in London, which 

brought it to the attention of the British and Amencan governrnenü." This report 

concluded that Gexmany had set out to "annihilate al1 the Jews in Europe" and that 

"millions of Polish Jews faced imminent death."" In lune, the BBC broadcast the repon, 

stating that 700,000 Polish Jews had been murdered and that an extermination pian was 

under way? By the summer of 1942, the flow of news about Nazi m a s  murder ''fiooded 

the American Jewish Press"; other newspapers published the information mon slowly? 

The stones were initially received by the Jewish leadership, the Amencan govemment 

and the mass media with confusion and disbelief. The stories seemed so inmdible- 

people seemed to be "psychoIo@cally unschooled for this new era of carnage."2s 

However, between the summer of 1942 and January 1944 the United States 

govemment did precious linle to help Eumpean Jews. The oniy response €tom the 

Amencan government during the summer of 1942 was a statement by Pnsident Franklin 



Roosevelt made in conjunction with a mass demonstntion in New York against Nazi 

mass murder. On 21 July 1942,20,000 people gathered at Madison Square Gardens in 

New York to protest the Nazi atrocitie~.'~ The main speakers were Rabbi Stephen Wise, 

Govemor Herbert Lehman, Mayor Fiorello La Guardia, the Methodisr bishop Francis 

McConnell and the president of the Amencan Federation of Labour. William ~ r e e n . ' ~  

President Roosevelt sent a message, in which he stated that the Amencan people "will 

hold the perpetrators of these crimes to strict accountability in a day of reckoning. which 

will surely British Prime Minister Winston Churchill aiso sent a message saying 

that "the Jews were Hitler's first victims."" In November 1942, the State Department 

officially confimed the reports that Nazi Germany was carrying out a policy of 

extermination of the Jews and authorised Jewish organisations to make the news public.à0 

On 17 December 1942. Britain, the United States, the Soviet Union and the govemments- 

in-exile of eight occupied counuies issued a joint statement. the Allied War Crimes 

Declaration, condemning the Nazi extermination of Jews and pledging to bring the 

perpetrators to j~stice.~' 

However, aside from these statements, the Western Allied govemments were reluctant 

to make stronger staternents or take stronger measures against Nazi Gerrnany. Both the 

United States and Bntain were reluctant to accept Jews. This reluctance to accept Jewish 

immihgration to Palestine was also refiected in a 1943 memorandum from the British 

Ambassador to the State Department in Washington: 'There is a possibility that the 

Gexmans or their satellites may change over from the policy of extermination to one of 

extrusion and aim as they did before the war at embarrassing other countries by fiooding 

them with alien i ~ n m i ~ t s . " ~ ~  Richard Breitman writes that "on both sides of the 



Atlantic, some civil servants in the respective Foreign Ministries fa i~ed ."~~ Breitman 

.(: States that no action on the part of the Mies 4'could have stopped the Holocaust," 

however, the British and American Foreign Ministries had apparently decided to behave 

as though the Allied Declaration of 17 December 1941 did not mean a n y t h ~ n ~ . ~ ~  Worse 

still, it was as though this declantion had somehow been a mistake; that "one had to 

correct it.")' 

This embarrassrnent and reluctance to accept Jewish refugees on the part of the United 

States and Britain was anacked by Hitler in a speech in 1939: 

I would like to Say the following on the Jewish question: it is tmly 
a sharning display when we see today the entire democratic worid 
filled with tean of pity at the plight of the poor, tortured Jewish 
people, while remaining hardheaded and obstinate in view of what 
is therefore its obvious duty to help3' 

Hitler also challenged the Westem dernocncies to b4explain why they [were] suddenly 

taking refuge with al1 sorts of pretences just in order to deny asylum to these people."37 

Such reluctance to stemiy protest Nazi atrocities couid be and indeed was construed as 

a tacit approval of such policies. In December 1942, Joseph Goebbels wrote in his diary 

in response to the Westem protests agzinst Nazi atrocities: 

Die Frage der Judenverfolgungen in Europa wird von den 
Enghdem und Amerikanern bevomgt und in groflem Stil 
behandelt. Allerdings geschieht das hin und wieder nicht mit der 
Tonstarke, die man eigentlich envartet Iùitte. Im Gnmde 
genommen sind, glaube ich. sowohl die Englander wie die 
Amen'kaner froh danïber, dap wir mit dem Judengesindel 
a ~ ~ e n . ~ ~  

In mid-1942, General Sikorski, the leader of the Polish govemment-in-exile. urged 

President Roosevelt to retaliate against Germany for her crimes by bombing Geman 

cities?' Roosevelt declined, stating that the Allies had not yet attained full air strength 



and that Gexmany might respond with "an even higher level of t e ~ o r . ' ~  In this case, 

Roosevelt's explanation, insofar as it was a military one, was entirely reasonable. In the 

summer of 1942, the tide had not ninied against the German Amy and the United States 

had'yet to land in North Africa. Rather than divening lirnited military resources to engage 

in rescue operations, it c m  be argued that the better policy would have been to engage the 

German Army and defeat it as soon as possible. 

Early in 1943, the State Department suppressed infoxmation regarding the murder of 

Jews in Europe. On 21 January 1943. a cable (482) was received from the US Minister 

Leland Harrison in Beni, outlining "mass executions of Jews in Poland" and stating that 

"urgent assistance was needed? The information was to be given to Rabbi Stephen 

Wise, if Under Secretary of State Sumner Welles so determined.J2 Welles then fonvarded 

this information to Jewish organisations, instructing them to make it The 

response to this cable, Cable 354, of 10 February 1943, was written by State Depanment 

officiais and read as follows: 

Your 482, January 21 
In the hinire we would suggest that you do not accept reports 
submitted to you to be transmitted to private persons in the United 
States unless such action is advisable because of extraordinary 
circumstances. Such private messages circumvent neurral 
countries' censoahip and it is felt that by sending them we risk the 
possibility that steps would necess~ly be taken by the neutrd 
countries to curtail or forbid our means of communication for 
confidentid official maner[s].+) 

This cable made no mention of the content of the fmt one, information on the killing of 

Jews, and therefore its requesi to avoid the transmission of such reports "to private 

persons" does not seem out of the ordinary. This shows an attempt by "certain State 

Depamnent officiais" (their names are not mentioned) to stop the US govemment from 



C 
receiving further information about Nazi crimes fiom the source of the previous information. 

Overall, no positive steps "reasonably calculated to Save any Jews were taken untif the creation 

of the War Refugee Board in January 1944:' Moreover, Assistant Secretary of' State 

Breckinridge Long. the person in charge of rehigee policy, actually reduced immigration quotas 

and made the immigration application process for Jewish refbgees s10wer.'~ His argument for 

making the process slower, when the Jews of Europe had no time to wait, was that these refugees 

coming frorn Nazi-occupied Europe would pose a threat to Arnerican security."'" On this 

restriction of immigration, an American official commented: "If anyone were to attempt to work 

out a set of restrictions specifically designed to prevent Jewish refugees from entering this 

country it is difftcult to conceive of how more effective restrictions could have been imposed 

han have already been imposed on grounds of 8security'.'J' 

The Bermuda Conference of A p d  1943 was called in order for Britain and the United States 

-To explore the whole refugee problem.'49 Yet the American Secretary of State, Breckinridge 

Long. sent delegates that could on!y be regarded as the "second team"-without exception, these 

politicians had no experience in the area of refÙgees.jO Randolph E. Paul. the general counsel to 

the Treasury Department. accused the State Depanment of calling this conference only to "make 

it appear that positive action could be expected."" This seemed to be the case, as Democratic 

Senator William Langer (North Dakota) stated in an address to the Senate on 6 October 194.1 : 

As yet we have had no report from the Bermuda Refugee Conference. 
With the bea good will in the world and with al1 altitude that could and 
should be accorded to diplornatic negotiations in time of war. I may be 
permitted to voice the bitter suspicion that the absence of a report indicates 
only one thing-the la& of action? 



Langer continued by declaring that "[w]e should remember the Jewish slaughterhouse of 

Europe and ask what is k ing  done-and 1 emphasise the word 'done'-to get some of 

these suffenng human beings out of the sla~ghter."~~ Yet the months passeci, and still 

nothing was done. On 20 December 1943, Dernomtic Representative Emmanuel Cellar 

of New York asserted that ''the benefits to be derived h m  the Bermuda Conference like 

those of the previous Evian Conference [of July 19381 can fit into a tiny capsule."" As 

time passed, and the Western Allies continued to do nothing, the extermination camps 

were working at 'full capacity'. 

By January 1944, pressure from the Secretary of the Tnasury Henry Morgenthau, Jr. 

and the desire to avoid political problems in an election year spurred President Roosevelt 

to create the War Rehigee ~oard." The pressure came from a Treasury Department 

report entitled: "Report to the Secretary on the Acquiesence of this Governent in the 

Murder of the ~ews"" and the WRB was crcated on 22 January 1944, with John Pehle as 

its fint executive director? Pehle established programs and policies, which saved and 

protected thousands of European Jews £tom Nazi extermination? Pehle was replaced as 

director of the WKl3 by Brigadier-General William O'Dwyer in January 1945, and the 

War Refugee Board was in operation until 14 September 1945.5' 

This effort in early 1944 was, arguably, at least two years too late. SUnilarly the 

British goverment were also reluctant to take action to Save Jews. The British White 

Paper of 17 May 1939 ailowed for the admission, "fbm the beginning of April this year 

[1939], of some 75,000 [Jewish] immigrants to Palestine over the next five years. ma In 

addition, this policy papa ailowed for the M e r  admission, over the following five-year 

perioà, that "a quota of 10,000 Jewish immigrants will be ailoweà, on the understanding 



that a shortage in any one year [from 1939 onwara may be added to the quotas for 

subsequent years."61 However, after millions of Jews had aIready been extemünated by 

Nazi Gemany, "in October 1944 registered Jewish immigration to Palestine was still 

14,000 short of the total set in the White ~ a ~ e r . " ~ '  Although it was a time of war, this 

shortage of die quota reflected more of a reluctance to accept k w s  than a shortage of 

ships to transport them. As an official in London remarked, if the Geman govenunent 

was pressured to let Jews out of Europe, they just might do so and "unload an even 

greater number of Jews on our hands.'" 

The Vatican had success in helping and rescuing Jews on the periphery of the Nazi 

empire. However, the greatest problem faced by those who wanted to help Jews escape 

was that there was nowhere for Jews to escape to. Both Britain and the United States 

were reluctant to let Jewish refugees in, at a time when Jews were desperate to escape 

Nazi extermination. On the part of the United States, David Wyman attributes this 

reluctance to anti-Semitism. both within American society and on Capitol ~ i 1 1 . ~  In 

Britain, the pressure was political, as the potential release of thousands of Jews from 

Europe would upset the balance that Britain was trying desperately to hold on to between 

Arabs and Jews in Palestine. Once the war began, and particularly after the eariy and 

rapid German military successes, millions more Jews came under Geman control. More 

and more Jews had nowhere ta go and their fate was sealed 

This is not to blame the Americans and the British as king responsible for the deaths 

of Jews at the hands of the German forces. The critique of the Ailied governments must 

be balanced by considering the diversion of AUied resources and war materiel fIom the 

bloody suuggle with Geman forces in order to either rescue Jews or to sabotage Nazi 



kiliing operations. Until the Geman defeats at Stalingrad, in February 1943;' and in 

North e c a ,  in May 1943," the outcome of the war was by no means clear. Moreover, 

the Western m e s  did not yet have a foothold on the Continent. It can be argued in this 

context, that the best way to stop Nazi crimes was to defeat Germany and to use al1 

available resources in order to achieve this goal as quickly as possible. 

While the Allies cannot be held responsible for the kiiling of Jews at the hands of the 

Germans and their allies, the Americans and British can be held responsible for not doing 

everythmg in their power to Save Jews. And Jews could have been saved. Although there 

were not yet any Nazi mass-killing operations in progress before the war, it was clear 

after Kristallnacht in 1938 that Nazi persecution of Jews was increasing, both in 

magnitude and intensity. Jews wished to emigrate from GennancontroUed temtory 

before the war, but they simply had nowhere to go. Saving Jews was a question of the 

opening of frontien to Jewish refugees and perhaps the providing of a few ships. This 

was not done. 
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CONCLUSION 

It is said that time heals al1 wounds. However, time also distons the memory and 

perspective of past events. This distortion that accompanies die passing of time is 

dangerous, especially in the context of the discussion sumounding the Holocaust. The 

Holocaust c m o t ,  of course, be described as merely a wound; rather, it was the most 

homfying example of organised and plmed mas-murder the worid has ever seen. The 

danger here lies in the fact that distorted memory, misinformation and ignorance of the 

history of this period makes it easier for individuals to deny that the Holocaust occurred, 

or to artempt to trivialise it. Some people brand al1 Germans as Nazis, all willing and 

eager murderen. Extreme views provide a simple way of viewing this catastrophe-they 

provide a simple solution to a very complex problem. The Holocaust was a complex 

series of events that does not allow for such a simple explanation. 

The most constructive manner to deai with this distortion of past events is to 

promote open discussion of the Holocaust, with all  of the avaiiable facu. The Holocaust 

forms the background of any view of the Second World War in Europe, and especidy of 

Germany during this time period, and it is incredibly difficult and perhaps impossible to 

have a frank discussion about this pcriod without invariably offending one group or 

another. This background makes it difficult for sorne to separate the individuals within 

German resistance to Hitler kom other Germans; from devout Nazi supporters, from 

murderers, h m  those who simply did nothing. The monolithic view of aU Germans as 

%add" or "evil" was a problem that hindered the German Resistance almost sixty yean 



ago. as it tried to establish contact with and obkn assistance €rom the AUied 

governments in its effort to bnng d o m  Hitler's regime. 

The nature of resistance in Gemany was quite different from that of other, occupied 

nations of Europe. If a German resisted the Nazi regime, he was commitung treason. In 

France, Holland, Russia, for example, resistance was patriotic. In these lands resistance 

was a heroic effort to rid the country of foreign invaders. As there was a geat number of 

Gemans that supported the Nazi regime, resistance within Germany was made even 

more dificult and danprous. Millions of Germans supported the Nazi regime. Then 

were many Germans involveci in the perpetration of the Holocaust, directly or indirectly. 

It is also tnie that many Germans, perhaps too many, tumed inward and did not nsk 

action against the regime that would place hem, or their family, in serious danger. This is 

especiaily m e  when they were not directly affected by this penecution. However one 

cannot extrapolate from these statements that al1 Germans knew about and supported 

Nazi plans for the enennination of European Jewry. Moreover, Goldhagen's charges that 

the German Resistance "fundamentally shared the regime's concept of the Jews" and that 

there was a "glaring absence of significant protest or privately expressed dissent, 

especially principled dissent" are not supported by the evidence found in this paper. 

In the case of the students of the White Rose and of some courageous senior officers 

like Blaskowin and Gendorff, who protested against atrocihes committed by German 

forces in Eastern Europe, they seemed to be attempting to inspire othen to follow their 

example. As Moltke stated, "as soon as one man takes a stand, a surprising number of 

others will stand, too. But there dways has to be one to go first; otherwise it does not 

work"' Both Blaskowitz and Gersdorff protested against SS killings because they were 



unlawful, immoral and befouled the honour of the Geman Amy and ofiicer corps. These 

c officers protested clearly, openly and in plain language in a manner, which would force 

their fellow officers to notice. 

Their protests could have served as a railying point or a common cause for other 

German officen. However, too many of them chose to ignore these protests. The top 

officers, like Brauchitsch and Haider (and the list could continue), chose to immerse 

themselves in their "duty" and failed to see their duties as professionals, Germans and at 

the very heart of it dl-as human beings. To remain at one's post and simply do nothing 

about the killings is in a sense, an acceptance and approval of them. These military men 

were in a position of power+specially in cornparison to the average German citizen. 

Yet they still did not act. 

In his diary, Hassel1 refemd to the persecurion of the Jews forty-three times. Hassel1 

viewed Hitler's regime as a "criminal political system" and felt that Nazi crimes, in 

pariicular the mass murder of Jews, "enonnous1y besrnirched the historical honour of the 

German nation."' Such "privately expressed" and "principled" dissent is to be found 

&en in his diary-his shame at the murden committed in the name of Gexmany 

motivated hun to risk and eventudly sacrifice his life in the cause of getting rid of the 

leading mass murderer. Hitler himself. 

Sirnilarly, Moltke was also appalled at Nazi crimes and the mthlessness and 

criminality of Hitler's regime, although it is clear from his lettea that he did not tmly 

perceive the magnitude of the crimes that the regime had committed Moltke worked to 

help Jews where possibie and also attempted to wam the Allies of the situation faced by 



Jews in German-occupied Europe and to infom them of the work of the Resistance. His 

efforts would also cost him his life. 

Goerdeler took grave risks to warn the British government of Hitler's intent to wage 

war against Europe before the war started. He also attempted to give a clear picture of the 

penecution of Jews in Gemany and tried to persuade the British government to put 

diplornatic pressure on Germany in an effort to reduce it. If amsted, Goerdeler would 

have faced either several years in prison or Likely the death penalty. Goerdeler's warnings 

went unheeded by the British govement. Goerdeler anempted to work against Nazi 

penecution of Jews, both as Bürgermeister of Leipzig and as a leader of the Resistance. 

Goerdeler was also among those executed for listening to their conscience and taking 

action for the good of their country. 

Compared to the tremendous suffering and the enormous number of Jewish and other 

victims of the Holocaust, the sacrifice of the Gerrnan Resistance to Hitler is smdl. 

However, the efforts and above ail the sacrifice of the German Resistance shows that not 

dl Germans were "evil NazisTT, that many were decent, courageous and principled, and 

were prepared to give their lives for their convictions. This is part of the everlasting 

significance of the resistance. 

This study also raises questions. Many Gemans acquiesced to Nazi intimidation in the 

face of ghastly crimes cornmitted in their name. The reactions to Krisrallnacht show 

shame and revulsion, but also at times inciifference to the piight of the Jews. Prelate 

Lichtenberg of Berlin "pnyed for the Jews" and spoke out against their peaecution, but 

few othea spoke out so loudly in 1938. K&lnacht was not just a violent and rowdy 

outburst but a symptom of the increasing persecution of Jews in Gennan society. 



Unfortunately, few recognised or understood this in Germany at the time. Why did 

Gemans react this way, or not act at dl? 

One must pose the question: "What would 1 have done in this situation?" For one 

living in a Western democracy, it is probably impossible to undentand N l y  the nature of 

the Nazi regime. The repressive nature of Natioiiai-Socialist Germany made resisting the 

iegime very difficult and dangerous. After the senes of decrees and laws in March 1933, 

which included the 'bhsidiousness Decree", it became a criminal offence to make criticai 

or unflattering remarks about the regime. One must remember that Germans also did not 

have the freedom of association in order to organise and effectively protest against the 

Nazi regirne. As stated above, one couid be arrested in ihis totaiitarian state for much less 

than participatirtg in a public protest. Criticism of the govemment had become a criminal 

act. There were no basic freedom in this society. One could be arrested in the middle of 

the night, dngged from one's home and be held indefinitely without warning and without 

Iegal recouse. Nazi 'Special Courts' could pass judgements and mete out severe 

punishrnents, even in cases that were out of their jriiisdiction. Those convicted by such 

courts faced penalties ranging h m  jail tenns to the death penalty. Lastly, once 

convicted, there was no possibility of appeal. 

The Genapo mthlessly policed German society and searched out cells of resistance or 

nonconformity within it. This secret police force was composed of a modest number of 

agents and denved its information fiom infamants and a seemingiy steady Stream of 

denunciations £rom the Geman population. Even the most innocuous comments, once 

overheard and related to the local Gestapo office, could em one a visit from Gestapo 

agents. Such comments could Iikely be punished with a lengthy prison sentence or a 



"stay" in a concentration camp. A Nazi prison sentence couid likely result in the death of 

the inmate; people within Germany knew this, and attempted to avoid receiving any 

attention from the Gestapo whatsoever. 

The courageous efforts of the students of the White Rose movement showed that 

resistance was possible, but that starting a widespread resistance movement in such a 

society was much more difficult These students and intellectuals went to gnat effort to 

pnnt and mail illegai leaflets that exposed and condemned Nazi mass murder and called 

for Germans to listen to their conscience and to join in the movement to subven Hitler's 

criminal goverment. Why did other Germans not follow their example? 

The strength of character required to resist authority, especially the Nazi authority, is 

possessed by very few. Those who did resist. especially those discussed in this paper, 

were not "typical" or "ordinary" human beings. Their courage to act found its source in 

their family background. their military or professional training and often. in their 

Christian faith. 

The effom of the Vatican and its representatives also deserve to be recognised. As 

stated. once the war began, it became incredibly difficult to get Jews out of Europe and 

away from certain death at the han& of the SS and other tools of Nazi extermination. The 

Holy See and, in particular, Angelo Roncalli had some success in slowing down 

deportations and actually saving Jews wiih false baptismal certificates on the periphery of 

the Nazi empire of extermination. It c m  be argued that many more Jews could have been 

saved if the Western Ailies had opened thsir dooa to Jewish immigration. The doors 

remained closed and the British and Amencan govements remained Iargely inactive. 

This point is important to keep in minci, especially when one looks back and judges the 



inaction of Germans. Before the war, it was clear that Jewish peaecution was rising. 

Jews wished to emipte,  but they that they had nowhere to go. That would have been the 

time to get hem out. Yet during the confiict, if ships had been made available and more 

important, if the Jews had had somewhere to go. many of them could have been spared 

their ghastiy fate at the han& of the Nazis. Nearly six million Jews were exterminated by 

Nazi Germany. Between 1 January 1933 and 30 June 1942. the total nurnber of Jewish 

immigrants entering the United States was 162,138.~ 

Today. sadly, we are still faced with ethnic cleansing and mass murder in various parts 

of the world. Looking back, the events of the Holocaust are not easy to cornprehend. For 

those who lived and learned about these crimes as they occurred, they m u t  have been at 

least as diffïcult. if not more difficult, to comprehend. The experience of the Holocaust 

has not allowed humanity to avoid mass murder today. The inhumanity of "systematic, 

bracially' motivated extermination*" has been and stili is being practised in the world 

today, albeit withour the careful planning and technological applications that gave the 

Nazi murder of European Jews "a special quality."S While the study of Nazi genocide 

may not enable to eliminate atrocities and mass murder from our society in the near 

future, it is stiil important to understand why these events happened and to try to corne to 

terms with these horrible events. One cannot hold this genention, or the next one, 

accountable for crimes committed by their grandfathen. Yet this generation and the next 

ones have the responsibility to keep the memory and the discussion of these temble 

crimes alive, in order that they are never forgotten. 
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